
Antique sale 855 to be held on 14th June

INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE START LOT

14th of June
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue 1
Sale starts at 10am

14th of June
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware 401
Not before 12.45pm

14th of June
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc 551
Not before 2pm

14th of June
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints 801
Not before 3.30pm

14th of June
Clocks and Scientific Instruments 850
Not before 4pm

15th of June
Rugs and Carpets 883
Sale starts at 10am

15th of June
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture 931
Not before 10.30am

PUBLIC VIEWING

Friday 9th June 9am - 5pm

Saturday 10th June 9am - 12noon

Monday 12th June 9am - 5.30pm

Tuesday 13th June 9am - 7pm

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PHONE BIDS Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue

Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order

1 A yellow metal 750 gem set floral brooch, set with rubies, sapphires, emeralds and seed pearls 60mm ( photo
centre pages ) £400-500

2 An 18ct yellow gold diamond and ruby starburst brooch, 55mm ( photo centre pages ) £400-500

3 A Victorian yellow metal diamond star brooch approx. 1.7ct, 7 grams, 30mm ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

4 A yellow metal and blue guilloche enamel ribbon brooch 35mm £50-75

5 A 9ct yellow gold necklace and cross pendant 53 grams, the necklace 68cm £700-800

6 A lady's 18ct yellow gold Jaeger Le Coultre wristwatch contained in a bamboo effect 25mm case numbered
1278758 the movement numbered 2087313 on a ditto textured bracelet, 54 grams including the glass ( photo
centre pages ) £1000-1400

This watch is in working condition

7 A 1906 sovereign contained in a 9ct, 8 gram shank, size S ( photo centre pages ) £400-450

8 A pair of yellow metal engine turned cufflinks £100-150

9 A yellow metal and enamelled charm bracelet £300-400

10 A lady's 18ct yellow gold Sarcar wristwatch on a yellow metal mesh strap £300-350

11 An Art Deco yellow metal diamond set buckle brooch 45mm, the diamonds approx. 0.20ct £150-200

12 A gentleman's steel cased Omega Speedmaster automatic wristwatch with 3 subsidiary dials and original
glass, the back numbered 56513526 with black dial, the Omega bracelet numbered 1469 ( photo centre pages
) £1000-1400

The glass is scratched and there are minor scratches to the case and bracelet, this watch is in working
condition

13 A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet 71 grams ( photo centre pages ) £600-800

14 A lady's Accurist 9ct yellow gold wristwatch and bracelet, gross weight 14 grams £140-180

15 A sovereign 1974 ( photo centre pages ) £300-350

16 An Edwardian yellow metal turquoise and seed pearl brooch/pendant 5cm x 3.5cm £100-150

17 A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet 42 grams ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

18 An 18ct yellow gold necklace, 12.8 grams, 60cm £300-400

19 A 9ct yellow gold leaf brooch, 9.1 grams £100-150

20 A 9ct yellow gold Emperor calendar wristwatch contained in a 32mm case with a leather strap £150-200

This watch is in working condition

21 An 1888 sovereign contained in a 1.4 gram 9ct mount £300-350

22 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band, 3.1 grams, size P £100-140

23 A yellow metal 6 stone diamond ring, approx. 0.3ct, size P 1/2 £100-150

24 A 9ct yellow gold gate bracelet with heart padlock 7.5 grams £90-120

25 A Victorian yellow metal repousse brooch set with garnets 55mm x 40mm £100-150

26 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size J 1/2 5.1 grams £140-160

27 A white metal stamped 750 amethyst ring, size  O 1/2 £200-250

28 An Art Deco diamond set platinum wristwatch on a steel bracelet £80-120

This watch is not working

29 A yellow metal stamped 18ct turquoise set ring, size M £80-120
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30 An Edwardian yellow metal diamond and seed pearl bow brooch 40mm, 3 grams £100-150

31 A 9ct yellow gold oval engraved locket, a 9ct pendant and a 9ct yellow hardstone set signet ring size V 1/2,
gross weight 16 grams £80-120

32 A collection of 9ct yellow gold charms 5 grams together with a pair of cameo earrings £50-75

33 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Milner wristwatch on a textured bracelet 30 grams including the glass £300-350

34 A lady's steel cased Tissot calendar wristwatch on a bimetallic bracelet £50-75

35 A 9ct yellow gold Tissot lady's wristwatch on a textured bracelet 20.7 grams including the glass £200-250

36 A 9ct yellow gold opal and garnet pendant, a yellow metal pendant and a hardstone pendant £60-80

37 A yellow metal 9ct freeform brooch, a lady's 9ct yellow gold wristwatch and a ditto charm £70-90

38 A 9ct yellow gold gate bracelet with padlock 21 grams £250-300

39 A sovereign 1911 £300-350

40 A lady's 9ct gold cased wristwatch on a gilt strap together with a 9ct yellow gold cross pendant £40-50

41 A gentleman's steel cased Tissot wristwatch contained in a 30mm case £40-60

This watch is in working condition

42 A gentleman's steel and gilt Omega constellation calendar wristwatch, 30mm case, with bi-metallic bracelet
£300-400

This watch is in working order

43 A yellow metal hardstone ring size N, 2 ditto rectangular pendants and an oval ditto £40-60

44 A silver cased Rolex pocket watch with subsidiary seconds dial contained in a 50mm Dennison case
Birmingham 1949 the case numbered 477195 ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

This watch is in working order

45 A Victorian silver keywind pocket watch, the movement engraved Harris and Co, no.4265 Chester 1867
£40-60

The seconds hand is missing, the watch is not working

46 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Rolex wristwatch 18.1 grams including the glass with original box and bill of sale,
Chester 1960 the case numbered 339951 ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

This watch is in working order

47 An Edwardian white and yellow metal diamond and peridot drop pendant with bow crest on a plated chain, the
pendant 45mm, complete with original fitted box ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

One small diamond is missing

48 A yellow metal garnet set ring size L, a pair of ditto ear studs £30-50

49 A silver cased half hunter pocket watch with blue enamelled numerals, the dial inscribed Mappin, having a
seconds subsidiary dial, Birmingham 1937 £80-120

This watch is in working order

50 A Victorian silver keywind pocket watch, the dial inscribed William Pyke with seconds subsidiary dial Chester
1895 £60-80

This watch is not in working condition

51 A silver gilt flat link necklace, a pair of ear studs £40-50

52 A Victorian gilt hardstone brooch and minor costume jewellery £30-40

53 A Links of London silver bangle and minor silver and silver mounted jewellery £60-80

54 A silver charm bracelet 69 grams £50-70

55 A silver Albert, a silver necklace and 5 silver fobs 92 grams £40-60

56 Four metal Albert watch chains £30-50

57 Minor gilt costume jewellery £40-50
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58 A set of 6 boxed Guinness buttons £40-60

59 An Art Deco glass necklace and minor costume jewellery £30-40

60 A lady's 18ct yellow gold Rolex Cellini quartz movement wristwatch contained in a 25mm case, having a
leather strap with gold clasp, the case numbered 6621265/2360 ( photo centre pages ) £600-800

This watch is in working order

61 A gentleman's steel case Rene Valente quartz wristwatch with 'diamond' set at 12, on a steel bracelet £30-50

62 A vintage chromium cased Mickey Mouse wristwatch 32mm, together with an Art Deco chromium plated Siro
wristwatch £30-50

Neither watch is working

63 A large quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery £50-75

64 A quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery £50-75

65 A quantity of imitation pearl necklaces £30-50

66 A graduated amber bead necklace, 65 grams, 88cm £200-300

67 A red amberoid graduated bead necklace 84cm £40-60

68 A red amberoid graduated bead necklace 88cm, a yellow ditto 104cm £60-90

69 A collection of silver and marcasite brooches £30-40

70 A Beijing cultured pearl necklace with 14k clasp, 44cm, together with a pair of ditto ear studs £30-50

71 A gentleman's Continental white metal mechanical pocket watch, a lady's fob watch £30-40

First watch is broken and damaged, the second watch is not working

72 A silver bangle, minor silver jewellery 149 grams £50-75

73 A contemporary silver necklace 76cm and minor costume jewellery £30-40

74 A Victorian silver buckle Chester 1900 33 grams £30-40

75 An Art Deco metal cased pocket watch with black dial and seconds at 6 o'clock and other minor watches
£30-50

76 A pair of silver waisted candlesticks Birmingham 1929 18cm £50-75

77 An Art Deco silver engine turned cigarette box Birmingham 1937 8cm £40-60

Minor dents to the box

78 An Edwardian silver breakfast tea set with ebony mounts, comprising teapot, sugar bowl and cream jug, raised
on pad feet, London 1906 and 1907, 587 grams gross £180-220

79 A Victorian style double ended red glass scent, rubbed marks 15cm, a miniature vase and other minor items
£40-60

80 A pair of dwarf silver candlesticks 14cm Birmingham 1955 £30-50

81 A silver mug of plain form with engraved monogram, Sheffield 1946, 253 grams £80-120

82 Nine silver rat tail dessert spoons Sheffield 1923, 1927, 458 grams £150-180

83 A pair of Edwardian silver boat shaped bon bon dishes Sheffield 1913, 2 napkin rings, 230 grams £60-80

84 A Georgian silver marrow scoop with engraved monogram, rubbed marks 39 grams £40-60

85 A pair of stylish hexagonal silver candlesticks with splayed bases Sheffield 1929, maker James Deakin & Sons
22cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

86 A silver salver with pie crust rim, London 1928, 20cm, 334 grams £100-150

87 A pair of waisted silver candlesticks Birmingham 1977, 17cm, weighted £80-100

88 A Continental 800 repousse trinket box decorated with figures in a garden landscape, the base decorated with
scrolling flowers, vases and shells, 19cm, 592 grams ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

89 A Victorian silver twin handled baluster vase with strap work decoration, London 1898, 230 grams gross
(weighted) 20cm £40-60
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90 An Edwardian silver boat shaped pierced basket with swing handle, Chester 1909, 16cm, 100 grams £40-60

91 A silver engine turned napkin ring Sheffield 1990, 5 others, 157 grams £60-80

92 A George II repousse silver baluster mug decorated with fruits and flowers, having a vacant cartouche with S
scroll handle, London 1748, 317 grams, maker FW? 12cm ( photo centre pages ) £250-300

93 A silver baluster milk jug with strap work decoration Sheffield 1926, 240 grams £80-120

94 A pair of Indian white metal repousse tapered jugs 9cm £30-40

95 A silver rectangular engine turned cigarette case, gross weight 192 grams, Chester 1946 £40-60

96 A silver 7 bar toast rack, raised on ball feet, 316 grams, London 1919, 16cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

97 A miniature silver tea and coffee set comprising teapot, coffee pot, milk jug, sugar bowl and tray, cased
Birmingham 1972, 67 grams £60-80

98 A Georgian style white metal basting spoon with engraved monogram, rubbed marks, 106 grams £40-60

99 A Victorian silver baluster jug with simple handle, engraved inscription, London 1896, 206 grams £60-80

100 An early 20th Century 800 standard enamelled compact with retractable lipstick holder, the enamelled cover
decorated with a fete gallant scene, the base with engraved scroll decoration stamped 800, 112 grams, 7cm
£80-120

The lid has a chipped corner to the enamel

101 A silver salver with fancy scroll rim, engraved inscription, raised on scroll feet Birmingham 1955, 515 grams,
26cm £150-200

102 A large silver tapered posy vase Sheffield 1919, 27cm, 360 grams gross, weighted £60-90

103 A silver mounted spherical cut glass scent bottle with silver lid, Sheffield 1915 10cm, a dressing table toilet jar
and 4 plated mounted dishes £30-50

Lid is detached

104 An Edwardian cut glass silver mounted dressing table jar decorated with Reynolds angels, Birmingham 1905,
3 mounted bottles £30-50

The 1st item is very dented

105 An Edwardian silver cigarette lighter/ashtray, Chester 1905, a caddy spoon, mustard spoon, mustard and
model boat, 119 grams £40-60

106 A Victorian style red glass double ended scent with plated mounts 14cm £40-50

107 An Edwardian silver mounted cut glass triangular inkwell with pen scoop, London 1908, 9cm £40-60

108 A silver paper knife Sheffield 1977, 6 silver items of cutlery and a plated baluster mug £40-60

109 A pair of Edwardian silver bon bon dishes decorated with scrolls and flowers Birmingham 1901 72 grams, 9cm
£40-60

110 Nine silver and enamelled souvenir spoons, a white metal ditto Birmingham 1910/1911, 140 grams £40-60

111 Six white metal mounted coloured glass scent bottles £30-50

112 A silver teaspoon London 1910 and minor silver spoons 199 grams £50-75

113 A silver topped dressing table jar Birmingham 1912, 10.5cm, 2 other mounted items £30-50

114 A silver mounted cut glass toilet jar London 1878 (chipped), 3 other mounted bottles £30-50

115 A Victorian silver miniature flour shaker Birmingham 1899, minor condiments and spoons, 177 grams £50-75

116 A rectangular silver photograph frame Birmingham 1924 8cm x 5.5cm, a silver bangle and minor silver
jewellery £40-50

117 A pair of Victorian silver heart shaped bon bon dishes decorated with scrolls and ribbons Birmingham 1888,
9cm, 45 grams £30-50

118 A silver tea strainer on stand Sheffield 1921, 88 grams £30-50
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119 A silver Armada dish set with cupronickel Churchill crown, a smaller ditto together with a mounted
commemorative coin and chain, gross weight 133 grams £40-60

120 A Victorian style cut glass silver mounted inkwell Birmingham 1993 3cm, a square ditto and a red glass inkwell
£40-60

121 A silver paper knife Sheffield 2000, 6 silver mounted nail implements, manicure, bookmark 88 grams £30-40

122 An Edwardian silver tapered posy vase Birmingham 1910, 15cm, a cased set of butter knives £40-50

123 A pair of Victorian style repousse silver rectangular photograph frames London 1988 14cm x 17cm £30-50

124 A First World War silver plated mounted and leather hip flask the engraved base cup Mr White from Ralph,
August 1914 to Jan 1916 "Keep Low" ( photo centre pages ) £60-80

125 A silver mug with fancy handle and engraved inscription Sheffield 1939, 166 grams, 7cm £40-60

126 An Edwardian embossed silver mustard and salt condiment set (the salt without liner) Birmingham 1902, a
circular pierced silver salt with blue glass liner, silver pepperette,  a sauce spoon and mustard spoon, pair of
silver plated ice tongs, weighable silver 144 grams £40-60

127 Four silver Alberts 105 grams £60-80

128 A silver trophy cup Birmingham 1908, a mounted brush and match holder 39 grams £30-50

129 A silver engine turned sovereign holder gross weight 25 grams, Birmingham 1912 £40-60

130 A repousse white metal desk blotter 12cm £30-50

131 A silver engine turned cigarette case, 2 pins, 89 grams gross £30-50

132 A near pair of heart shaped cut glass silver mounted scent bottles Birmingham 1897 £30-40

Both bottles have some minor chips to the cut decoration, the inside of the necks and the ends of the stoppers.

133 A set of 6 silver coffee spoons Birmingham 1927, 63 grams £30-40

134 A silver mounted hammered pattern cut glass scent bottle rubbed marks 11cm, a pair of ditto vases 13cm
£30-50

135 An Edwardian silver mounted cut glass toilet jar and 5 other mounted items £30-50

136 A cut glass silver mounted scent bottle London 1904 13cm, a ditto 17cm £30-50

137 A Victorian silver mounted cut glass scent London 1888 10cm, ditto 11cm, an atomiser 12cm £40-50

Both scents are dented

138 Eighteen Continental white metal mounted scent bottles £50-75

139 A silver mounted scent 5cm, 4 other mounted items £30-50

140 A pair of Victorian style repousse silver rectangular photograph frames decorated with scrolls and birds,
London 1987, 21cm x 14cm £30-50

141 A pair of silver condiments Birmingham 1919 6cm, 36 grams £30-40

142 A pair of Victorian style repousse silver photograph frames decorated with cherubs London 1987 19cm x 13cm
£50-75

143 A pair of Art Nouveau style rectangular silver photograph frames decorated with flowers London 1987 19cm x
14cm £40-60

144 A silver mounted cut glass powder bowl, 4 mounted items £30-50

145 A white metal 7 bar toast rack decorated with cobras, raised on ball feet £40-60

146 A silver and mother of pearl knife rest, a mounted nail buffer and minor items £30-50

147 A pair of Edwardian silver mounted toilet jars (no stoppers), a silver mounted ditto £30-40

148 A silver rectangular cigarette case Birmingham 1941 188 grams £50-75

149 A silver engine turned cigarette case decorated with scrolls and monogram Birmingham 1945, 94 grams
£30-50
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150 A rectangular silver photograph frame with ribbon crest 9cm, Birmingham 1910, a circular ditto Birmingham
1902 £40-60

151 A Victorian repousse silver heart shaped trinket box Chester 1894, an Edwardian silver and tortoiseshell trinket
box Birmingham 1907 £40-60

152 A 925 silver desk top card suit indicator, a ditto pencil £40-60

153 A repousse silver mounted quartz timepiece 11cm £30-50

154 A silver mounted quartz timepiece together with a Georg Jensen keyring (a/f) £50-75

155 A silver Art Deco mug with strap work decoration engraved inscription Sheffield 1936 8cm, 143 grams £50-75

156 A silver engine turned Art Deco cigarette box Birmingham 1934, 12.5cm £40-60

157 A silver engine turned ashtray, an Armada dish, vesta (a/f), pot, jar and cover and a plated octagonal box,
weighable silver 117 grams £40-60

158 A Russian silver and enamelled tot decorated with coloured enamels of flowers and scrolls, fully marked
4.5cm, together with a ditto silver gilt spoon  maker Ivan Saltykov ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

There are three very minor chips to the tot

159 Three Franklin Mint silver filled plaques of a buffalo, leopard and rhinoceros 18cm x 18cm £100-150

160 A 19th Century Dutch tablespoon, the back decorated with flowers together with a Dutch repousse tea strainer
£50-75

161 A Victorian silver hammer pattern vesta Birmingham 1900, an engraved Edwardian ditto Birmingham 1907
£40-60

162 A Chinese hexagonal silver pepper decorated with flowers 34 grams, 6cm £30-50

163 A pair of Victorian silver sugar nips Edinburgh 1891, maker Hamilton and Inches, a dessert spoon, teaspoon,
and silver mustard holder £40-60

164 A Continental white metal oval repousse pill box, 6 others £40-60

165 A Continental white metal repousse pill box and 6 others £40-60

166 A silver plated sauce boat and minor plated wares £30-50

167 A collection of blue glass condiment liners £30-50

168 A silver plated bell shaped mug and minor plated wares £30-50

169 A silver plated Edwardian 6 bottle cruet stand with glass bottles, a ditto 2 bottle plated bottle holder £40-60

170 A silver plated tazza and minor plated wares £40-50

171 A canteen of Viners silver plated cutlery for 8 (100), contained in a mahogany finished canteen £40-60

172 A collection of blue and clear glass condiment liners £30-50

173 A pair of cased silver plated berry spoons, a silver repousse mustard holder and minor plated wares £40-60

174 A circular silver mounted wine coaster London 1988, a ditto Birmingham 1990, a silver mustard (rubbed marks)
and a plated tray £50-75

175 Minor silver plated cutlery £30-50

176 A Continental silver match holder in the form of a man standing beside a barrel 11cm, 1 other and a stand
£50-75

177 A canteen of Walker and Hall silver plated cutlery for 6 (62), contained in an oak canteen £50-75

178 A Victorian silver plated ink stand in the form of an eagle on rocks, flanked by 2 glass inkwells with 2 pen
scoops, raised on scroll feet 27cm £40-60

179 A stylish Arts and Crafts silver plated oval 2 handled tray no.527 70cm £30-40

180 A walking cane with a silver collar, the handle with a hound's head £60-80

181 An Edwardian silver plated extending stand, a cased set of fish eaters and a pair of nips £30-40

182 A white metal pin holder in the form of a seated frog £40-50
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183 An Edwardian silver sauce boat with S scroll handle and hoof feet Birmingham 1904, 149 grams £50-75

184 An Art Deco silver 3 piece condiment set Birmingham 1931, 127 grams £60-80

185 A silver and tortoiseshell plique a jour cut glass toilet jar, a tall ditto, a mounted magnifying glass, a menu
holder and letter clip, London 1908, 1910, 1914 £50-75

186 A weighted silver egg cup Birmingham 1931, a pair of sugar nips, 2 silver spirit labels, a cased set of cutlery
and a cased dessert spoon, weighable silver 103 grams £50-75

187 A Victorian white metal mounted whale bone punch ladle with coin set base 1867 £40-60

188 An Art Nouveau silver hammer pattern caddy spoon with spiral handle Birmingham 1912, maker A E Jones 21
grams £40-60

189 A white metal Victorian style repousse whistle, teether, rattle 7cm and minor items £40-50

190 An Edwardian silver mounted circular cut glass toilet jar decorated with Reynolds angels Birmingham 1904 and
7 other mounted items £50-75

191 An Edwardian silver pencil holder with turquoise knop Birmingham 1906, 4 pencils and a snuff box £30-40

192 A lady's gilt Gucci quartz wristwatch with interchangeable bezels and 2 other watches £40-50

193 A stylish silver plated hot water jug with fruitwood handle and 3 entree sets £40-50

194 A silver plated 4 piece tea service and minor plated wares £40-60

195 A pair of yellow metal spectacles engraved J Troulan Plymouth £50-75

196 An Art Deco silver plated novelty 5 bar toast rack, the bar spelling TOAST £40-60

197 An Irish silver rectangular photograph frame 16.5cm x 12.5cm Dublin 1998 £40-50

198 A set of Chinese silver dessert cutlery by Wang Hing comprising 10 knives and 12 forks 733 grams ( photo
centre pages ) £300-400

199 An Edwardian silver mounted leather blotter London 1900, a silver apostle spoon, buckle, spirit label, paste
brooch, weighable silver 82 grams £50-75

200 A canteen of Old English pattern silver plated cutlery for 8 (65) contained in an oak canteen £40-60

201 A silver plated candle snuffer, tray and minor plated wares £30-40

202 A silver Queen Anne style sugar shaker London 1913, 186 grams, 18cm £40-50

203 An Edwardian silver mounted walking cane London 1898 and 2 others £40-50

204 A pair of silver plated tapered candlesticks 30cm £30-40

205 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery £40-60

206 A pair of gilt and mother of pearl opera glasses by Iris of Paris £40-60

207 An Art Deco silver sauce boat with S scroll handle Birmingham 1933, 138 grams £50-75

208 A silver sauce boat of simple form with scroll handle Birmingham 1938, 148 grams £50-75

209 A Georgian silver sifter spoon, rubbed marks, together with a demi-fluted sugar bowl 127 grams £40-60

210 A Victorian mahogany toilet box containing silver plated mounted jars and 1 other rosewood toilet box
containing plated mounted bottles £50-75

Cracks to the lid of the 1st box

211 A Victorian walnut brass bound toilet box containing silver plated mounted jars 30cm £60-80

212 A pair of silver tapered column candlesticks and sconces London 1998 20cm £80-120

213 A canteen of mixed Kings Pattern silver plated flatware, contained in a 3 drawer box on cabriole supports
£80-120

214 An Edwardian oval oak tray with silver plated gallery 62cm £30-50

215 A modern 3 bottle tantalus with silver plated mounts and 3 square spirit decanters with silver labels £60-80

216 A gentleman's Roman iron signet ring with traces of yellow metal with original collectors label dated 1891
BC40 £100-150
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217 A George VI issue Special Constabulary Long Service Good Conduct medal in original cardboard presentation
box together with a letter from Chief Constable dated 1949, an entitlement card to The Defence medal and a
1914-15 Star to MS-289 Pte, S.MC Neff Army Service Corps and various badges £40-50

218 A pair, British War medal and Victory medal to Lieutenant HHJ Ward, a Victory medal to 3933 Pte. J J
Fitzgerald £40-60

219 Five Catholic Association medals, 2 enamelled jewels and a badge £30-40

220 A First World death plaque to John Stephen Rayner with original cardboard envelope together with a
photographic locket of Rayner in military uniform in a 9ct gold mount £50-75

221 A 1914 Princess Mary Christmas gift tin £30-40

222 A collection of 40 Canadian cap badges £40-60

223 A General's button by Firmin and Sons together with a collection of military buttons £40-60

224 Four framed Charles I coins - half crown, shilling, sixpence and Scottish 20 pence £120-150

225 Five cased Queen Victoria coins - crown, half crown, florin, shilling and sixpence £100-140

226 Four George III coins - crown, half crown, shilling and sixpence £100-140

227 Three Bilson Battersea enamelled pill boxes together with a collection of coinage £30-40

228 A collection of mixed coinage £30-40

229 A collection of Continental bank notes and coins £30-40

230 An Art Deco engine turned cigarette lighter and 5 others £30-40

231 A collection of various coins £30-50

232 An 1899 Spanish 5 pesetas, a 1929 Netherlands 2 1/2 guilder coin, a Victorian 1887 shilling, a Victorian 1892
Maundy set comprising fourpence, thruppence and tuppence and a Elizabeth II 1964 Maundy penny £40-60

233 A quantity of silver coinage, approx. 428 grams £80-120

234 A quantity of copper coinage £30-40

235 A quantity of various bank notes and foreign coins contained in a wooden box £30-40

236 A large collection of various Elizabeth II commemorative crowns and a small collection of bank notes £40-60

237 A collection of various coinage including commemorative crowns £40-60

238 An Onoto fountain pen, a Parker Victory fountain pen, a Swan fountain pen and a Conway Stewart fountain
pen in green £30-50

239 A red Parker 51 fountain pen boxed and with instructions together with a red Parker propelling pencil boxed
£60-80

240 A Parker 51 fountain pen, a black Parker Duofold fountain pen and a black Parker ballpoint ben cased £50-75

241 A gilt cased propelling pencil, a Summit S.175 fountain pen, a Relief no.2-S fountain pen, a National fountain
pen, a Parker fountain pen (no clip), a green Waterman fountain pen (no clip) £40-50

242 A black Mont Blanc ballpoint pen (f), 1 other (f) and a Parker 45 fountain pen cased £40-60

243 A collection of Parker and other ballpoint pens £30-50

244 A silver cased propelling pencil holder with engine turned decoration (f), a cut glass inkwell (f) and minor plated
items £30-50

245 A Persian style arched plate mirror contained in an embossed metal frame 30cm x 21cm (mirror a/f) £40-50

246 A Rolex green leather wallet 16cm x 12cm together with a Dupont credit card holder 11cm x 19cm £40-60

247 A silver and blue enamelled compact with engine turned decoration Birmingham 1847, gross weight 70grams
£40-60

248 A square silver compact with engine turned decoration Birmingham 1948, gross weight 165 grams £40-60

249 A circular silver compact with engine turned decoration Birmingham 1939 together with 1 other Birmingham
1959, gross weight 188 grams £60-80
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250 A Cartier Briquet lighter boxed and with paperwork £60-90

251 A 1996 Swatch Athens Olympic wristwatch in original plastic box £40-60

252 A collection of various compacts £40-60

253 A pair of Continental pierced and embossed 800 standard baskets, the base marked 800 Matzner, 1 with glass
liner (f and r) £80-100

254 A sovereign 1925 £300-400

255 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band 2.5 grams, size M £70-90
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware

IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.

401 Andy Warhol, an oversized moulded glass shop display scent bottle - Factice Dollar, the glass body bearing
the printed signature, having a green plastic gilt mounted lid 34cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

402 A Sabino Art Deco opalescent scent bottle and stopper - Nudes and Nymph with etched lower case sabino
france marks 15.5cm £60-80

403 A Sabino style opalescent bell shaped scent bottle with floral stopper, impressed marks. no.375, bearing
original label Idilio Paris 10cm £50-75

404 A modern Lalique Dahlia perfume display bottle, etched lower case lalique france 20cm £80-100

405 A Lalique clear glass Heliotrope scent bottle and stopper with moulded lower case mark 8cm £40-60

406 A modern Lalique Flacon Folie scent bottle and stopper with etched lower case mark lalique france 8cm,
boxed £60-80

407 A modern Lalique Deux Fleurs scent bottle and stopper etched lower case marks lalique france 9cm £40-60

408 A modern lalique Dahlia Flacon scent bottle and stopper, etched lower case marks lalique france 8cm £40-50

409 A modern Lalique Deux Fleurs scent bottle and stopper with etched lower case marks lalique france 9cm
£40-50

410 An Art Deco Sabino style fan shaped scent bottle and stopper impressed mark France 15cm £40-50

411 An Art Deco style yellow moulded glass scent bottle and stopper depicting naked reclining ladies 19cm £50-75

412 An Art Deco style moulded blue glass scent bottle and stopper decorated with roses 13cm together with a
malachite coloured glass scent bottle and stopper 18cm £40-60

413 A modern Lalique frosted and clear glass mermaid pin tray, etched lower case mark lalique france 11cm (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

414 A modern Moorcroft squat baluster vase decorated the Juneberry pattern by Anji Davenport, impressed marks
dated 2000, 10cm, a ditto dark blue vase decorated hibiscus pattern, impressed marks 10cm £40-60

415 Four Royal Doulton figures -  Punch and Judy Man HN2765 23cm, Amelia HN4327 20cm, Katherine HN3708
20cm and The Mask Seller HN2103 22cm £40-50

416 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a puppy playing with a slipper 145, 9cm £30-50

417 A Country Artists composition figure "Trooping The Colour" by Rob Donaldson no.2484 of 9500 25cm on a
wooden base £30-40

418 A Beswick figure of a lion facing left no.2089 designed by Graham Tonge 14cm, golden brown gloss, a ditto of
a lioness racing right 2097 by Graham Tonge 14.6cm, golden brown gloss, a Beswick Corgi small no.1736,
golden brown gloss 7cm and a Wade tortoise box £35-45

419 A George III glass cordial with engraved decoration 15cm £30-50

420 A Stuart Crystal engraved commemorative goblet to commemorate The Silver Wedding of Her Majesty The
Queen and HRH The Duke of Edinburgh 1972, no.92 of 750, 18cm with certificate, a ditto goblet Silver
Wedding 20th November 1972 and an engraved glass decorated with a lion and flowers £40-60

421 A Keith Murray Wedgwood mid-green ribbed baluster vase 14cm £50-75

422 A Keith Murray Wedgwood mid-green deep ribbed vase 16cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120
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423 An Art Deco frosted glass scent bottle decorated with flowers, the stopper with angels 13cm (chipped) and 4
other scent bottles £40-60

424 A Clarice Cliff Bizarre pattern candle holder decorated with flowers no.331 5cm £40-60

425 A Clarice Cliff crocus pattern tea cup, saucer, size plate and ditto shallow bowl £60-80

The cup is cracked

426 A Swarovski Crystal Disney Showcase figure of a standing Minnie Mouse 10cm x 5cm,  boxed (no certificate)
£45-55

427 A mirrored Swarovski plastic stand, 2 black ditto stands in the manner of Mickey Mouse's head £30-40

428 A ceramic figure of a black highland terrier impressed 1209 30cm £40-50

Minor chips

429 A Swarovski Crystal glass and gilt paperweight in the form of a pineapple 10cm, boxed (no certificate) £45-55

430 A clear glass advertising paperweight - Apenta The Best Natural Aperient Water 7.5cm and 3 others £30-50

431 A German ceramic stein with metal lid, the body decorated with a townscape having a dragon handle 21cm
£60-90

432 Three Victorian Worcester blanc de chine figures of standing men raised on shaped bases, impressed
Worcester and pattern registration mark 14cm £40-50

Two have damaged noses

433 A German white glazed figure of a terrier 12cm, a ditto of a standard poodle 12cm £50-75

434 A Royal Doulton figure - The Parsons Daughter HN564 24cm £30-40

435 An Art Glass tapered vase decorated with peacocks 17cm £30-40

436 A Victorian engraved clear glass vase with inscription dated 1885 contained in a laurel of flowers 10cm £30-40

437 A Moorcroft Pohutukawa pattern plate,  Tanfield Potter commission, designed by Sally Tuffin, impressed
Moorcroft marks decorated the  22cm £40-60

438 A Tiffany & Co red glass heart paperweight by Elsa Peretti 10cm, boxed £30-50

439 A Dresden group of a boy and girl 12cm, ditto of a lady and gentleman holding flowers 15cm, ditto couple
holding flowers 15cm another of a boy and girl feeding geese 13cm and a German group of a shepherd and
shepherdess 13cm £50-75

All have very minor chips

440 A circular Aynsley bowl with floral decoration, base marked Aynsley M26 6cm, ditto circular comport base
marked 26 5cm £40-60

441 Moorcroft, a pair of green ground clematis pattern vases, the bases impressed Moorcroft Made in England and
with paper label, potter to H M Queen Mary, 20cm h x 10cm diam. £70-90

1 has possible restoration to the rim and is scratched to the inner rim

442 A Wedgwood blue Jasper miniature tea set comprising teapot and lid, sugar bowl and lid, milk jug, 2 tea cups,
2 saucers, 2 dinner plates £80-120

443 A Moorcroft blue ground baluster vase decorated pansies 9cm, ditto orchid pattern 10cm and another
decorated Hibiscus 9cm £40-60

444 A modern Moorcroft oviform vase decorated Nivalis pattern dated 2002 15cm, a ditto 9cm dated 2002 and a
baluster vase decorated Windrush pattern by Debbie Hancock, 2000 10cm £40-60

445 A modern Moorcroft vase decorated Sea Drift pattern by Rachel Bishop, dated 2002 20cm £40-60

446 A German porcelain monkey band comprising 4 figures holding instruments raised on Rococo bases 13cm
£50-75

Three figures have been restored
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447 Three Coalport pastel burners - Pagoda House 10cm, The Villa 12cm and The Masters House 10cm £40-50

448 A William Moorcroft green ground jug decorated Spring flowers pattern 13cm, a smaller Moorcroft vase
decorated orchid pattern with impressed marks, 8cm and a blue ground Moorcroft vase decorated clematis
£40-60

449 A Lalique green Noel Christmas tree ornament engraved lalique france 7cm, boxed £40-60

450 A William Moorcroft green ground clematis pattern vase with paper label 13cm £40-60

451 A Walter Moorcroft blue ground baluster vase decorated the clematis pattern with paper label and marks to
base 15cm £40-60

452 A modern Moorcroft panel decorated the Farewell Beach pattern, dated 2012, 32cm framed £40-60

453 A Capodimonte figure of a Pierrot (a/f) 15cm, 2 ditto figures of a seated girl and boy, Continental figure of a
lady playing a piano forte 11cm and a German figure of a standing gentleman 11cm £30-50

454 J. Dommisse, an earthenware figure of a seated lady with child, the reverse marked Made in Belgium J
Dommisse 2284 33cm x 32cm £30-50

455 A Walter Moorcroft blue ground plate decorated clematis pattern, monogrammed and with paper label 30cm
£40-60

456 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a standing camel 11cm, boxed £80-120

457 Six Royal Doulton figures - Autumn Time HN3621 20cm, Specially For You HN24232 20cm, Fair Lady HN2193
15cm, Southern Belle HN2229 18cm, Happy Anniversary HN3097 18cm and The Dance HN4553 20cm
£40-60

458 Five Royal Doulton figures - Coralie HN2307, Melanie HN2271 20cm, Daydreams HN1731 15cm, Applause
HN4328 21cm and Pauline HN2441 12cm £40-50

459 A cut glass table lamp and shade 30cm £40-60

460 Sarah Faberge, The Snowball Egg scent bottle with silver gilt stopper Birmingham 2006, number 126, 12cm,
boxed £150-200

This lot has a tiny chip to the end of the scent dipper. It is otherwise in good condition as is the box.

461 A Masons Ironstone hexagonal table lamp 20cm, ditto 23cm and a similar Aynsley 22cm £40-60

462 A slipware flask in the form of a standing pig with cork stopper 15cm £40-60

463 A pair of Rye Pottery figures of seated cats 14cm £30-50

464 A George VI engraved commemorative glass goblet 1937 with inset coin to stem 25cm, an Elizabeth II ditto
with engraved inscription 19cm, another 17cm and a glass bell with coloured glass twist handle 19cm (no
clapper) £40-60

465 A Royal Worcester figure - Grandmother's dress 3081 17cm, a Wedgwood figure of a standing lady 20cm
£30-40

466 A commemorative glass 2 handled cup George V and Queen Mary crowned June 22nd 1911 with inset coin to
stem 22cm, a ditto George VI and Queen Elizabeth May 1937 16cm £80-120

467 A pair of Orrefors clear glass spirit decanters and stoppers 26cm £40-60

468 Six Royal Doulton figures - Belle HN4235 20cm, Rebecca HN2805 20cm, Nicola HN2839 19cm, Alexandra
HN2886 19cm, Emma HN3843 no.1635 of 3500 20cm and Jessica HN4049 20cm £40-60

469 An Art Deco Biarritz Royal Staffordshire jug, 4 two handled bowls and 4 rectangular saucers £30-50

470 An Italian Cantagalli ceramic centre piece in the form of an angel holding aloft a cornucopia 26cm £30-50

The cornucopia is stuck and chipped and 1 wing is detached

471 Three Royal Doulton figures - All Aboard HN2940 23cm, The Boy Evacuee HN3202 20cm and Votes for
Women HN2816 25cm £40-60
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472 Five Royal Doulton figures - Repose HN2272 20cm, Secret Thoughts HN2382 18cm, Moll Flanders HN3849
20cm, Ascot HN2356 18cm and Charlotte HN4758 22cm £40-60

473 Four Royal Doulton figures - Classic CL3990 26cm, Beat you to it HN2871 15cm, Elyse HN2474 17cm and
Schoolmarm HN2223 18cm £40-50

474 A Disney Showcase Collection Snow White and The Seven Dwarfs - Take The Apple Dearie SW30 15cm,
Fairest One of All SW22 14cm and Heigh Ho SW31 34cm, boxed ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

475 A William Manson glass limited edition paperweight - Michaelmas Daisy no.113 of 250 7cm, ditto of flowers
dated 2007 7cm, another faceted and dated 2002 7cm, a moulded ditto 2007 6cm, a Caithness ditto decorated
with holly no.80 of 250 8cm and a Joyce Manson paperweight decorated flowers no.19 of 20 dated 2002
6.5cm £60-80

476 A Waterford Crystal heart shaped trinket box 8cm, ditto pair of jars and covers 8cm £30-40

477 A Murano style green glass flower vase decorated with leaves 20cm £30-40

478 A ruby glass tapered vase with spread foot 18cm £30-40

479 A Thomas Webb Crystal glass triangular decanter and stopper 27cm, an Art Deco style ditto 26cm and a
rectangular decanter and stopper 26cm (chipped) £30-50

480 Four Royal Doulton figures - Top O'The Hill HN1834 18cm, Wedding Morn HN3853 22cm, Jessica HN380
20cm and August Poppy Sincerity HN5507 18cm £40-50

481 An Art Deco Noritake part coffee service comprising coffee pot, milk jug, sugar bowl, 5 coffee cans, 6 saucers
with gilt floral decoration £30-40

482 A cut glass octagonal spirit decanter and stopper 21cm, ditto 25cm, another 29cm, a tapered ditto 24cm and a
ships decanter 28cm £40-50

483 A Studio Glass freeform bowl 33cm £35-45

484 A cased set of 6 Minton Bellemeade coffee cans and saucers £40-60

485 A pair of impressive German Westerwald stoneware ewers decorated with battles scenes, scrolling flowers
and leaves 39cm (lacking lids) £60-80

Minor chips to both

486 A mid-Century Studio Glass tapered vase with yellow interior 34cm £30-40

487 A Rosenthal Andy Warhol glass rectangular dish Empire State Building 60cm w £50-75

488 A Caithness glass limited edition paperweight Clansmen designed by Helen MacDonald no.111 of 500 10cm,
together with Bonanza 9cm, Myriad 7cm, Cauldron 5cm, A New Day dated 2008 by Campbell 7cm, another
Moon Crystal 4cm, Little Dew Drop 7cm, Treasures 4cm, Pebble 4cm, Blushes 5cm, Moon Crystal 5cm,
Buttercup 4cm and Rainbow Gem Blue 4cm £70-90

489 A Susie Cooper Wedgwood part tea set decorated with flowers comprising 6 tea cups, 6 saucers, 6 small
plates, sandwich plate, milk jug, sugar bowl £40-50

1 tea cup is cracked

490 Four Caithness glass paperweights - Borneo by Helen MacDonald limited edition no.19 of 250 12cm, Ocean
Gathering designed by Sarah Peterson no.15 of 100 11cm, Gather Round designed by Sarah Peterson and
Martin Murray 1/1 13cm and Celtic Guardian 5/5 20cm £70-100

491 Six Caithness glass paperweights - Diamond Wedding Bouquet designed by Helen MacDonald and Alan Scott
no.31 of 60 10cm, From the Ashes by Helen MacDonald no.35 of 150 13cm, Rhythm  by Alastair MacIntosh
9cm, Moonflower Echoes by Colin Terris 10cm, Netted by Helen McDonald 9cm and Lucy in the Sky by
Gordon Hendry no.12 of 250 10cm, all boxed £70-100
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492 Six Caithness Crystal paperweights - Artisan by Helen MacDonald no.59 17cm, Saladin no.220 9cm,
Christmas Carol by Sarah Peterson no.16 of 30 11cm, Twist and Shout by Robert McAteer no.36 of 100 14cm,
Arctic Night no.689 of 1500 8cm and Sun Dance no.1657 of 3000 8cm £60-80

493 A Susie Cooper Art Deco tea, coffee and dinner service decorated with stylised flowers comprising 6 coffee
cans, 8 saucers (2 cracked), 7 tea cups, 10 saucers, milk jug, sugar bowl and cover, cheese dish and cover,
sauce boat (cracked), egg cup stand, 2 small dishes, 2 small bowls (1 cracked), 5 dinner plates (1 cracked), 7
medium plates, 6 side plates, cake plate and 2 small plates, 6 soup bowls (2 chipped) £40-60

494 Six Royal Doulton figures - The Girl Evacuee HN3203 20cm, Helen HN3886 20cm, Single Red Rose HN3376
20cm, The Old Balloon Seller HN1315 18cm, Lambing Time HN3855 20cm and Carolyn HN2974 boxed
£40-60

495 A Wedgwood Jasperware silver plated mounted biscuit barrel, a trinket box, vase and dish £30-40

496 A Royal Doulton figure - The Sorcerer HN4252 24cm £40-60

497 A Limoges dessert service decorated with spring flowers and gilt rims comprising 12 plates, 2 circular bowls (1
cracked), 2 oval dishes, 2 scalloped dishes £50-75

498 Six Royal Doulton figures - Susan HN4230 22cm, Sea Harvest HN2257 19cm, Robert Burns HN3641 18cm,
Sarah HN2265 19cm, The Balloon Man HN1954 18cm and Silks and Ribbons HN2017 15cm £40-60

499 A Webb Crystal commemorative goblet 1953 and a quantity of commemorative glassware £40-60

500 A Royal Worcester - The Worcester Hop Mathon part coffee and dinner service comprising 8 coffee cups and
saucers, 8 soup bowls and saucers, cake plate, 8 large dinner plates, 8 dessert plates, 8 side plates, milk jug,
gravy boat and 2 stands, 2 coasters, 2 large meat plates, 3 vegetable bowls (1 with lid a/f) £60-80

501 Six Royal Doulton figures - Emily HN3688 20cm, Nanny HN2221 16cm, Figure of the Year Mary HN3375
20cm, Grand Manner HN2723 19cm, Eleanor HN4463 20cm and Lisa Brown HN5261 21cm £40-60

502 Six Royal Doulton figures - Winters Day HN3769 20cm, Regal Lady HN2709 19cm, Lily HN3626 22cm,
Autumn Breezes HN3736 19cm, May HN2746 22cm, Janine HN2461 20cm £40-60

503 A Persian blue glass ewer with wire metal repousse mounts and a ditto tray £40-60

504 Six Royal Doulton figures - Julia HN4124 22cm, Susan HN2952 19cm, The Lobster Man HN2317 18cm,
Lunchtime HN2485 21cm, Rest A While HN2728 22cm and Thanks Doc! HN2731 25cm £40-60

505 A Goss breakfast teapot, tea cup and saucer and milk jug decorated with spring flowers £30-40

506 A cut glass pedestal bowl, 2 others and a Waterford ashtray £40-60

507 A Royal Doulton figure, Classics - Witch HN4444, modelled by Alan Maslankowski 25cm £50-75

508 Six Royal Doulton figures - Home at Last HN3697 14cm, Twilight HN2256 13cm, Premier HN2343 20cm, Jane
HN3711 20cm, Jane Eyre HN3842 22cm and Santa Claus HN4175 25cm £40-60

509 A collection of crested china including Beaver of Windsor 13cm (22) £30-40

510 Five Royal Doulton figures - Pretty Ladies HN5268 17cm, Summer Breeze HN4587 15cm, Autumn Stroll
HN4588 15cm, Winters Day HN4589 16cm and Janet HN1537 16cm £40-50

511 Six Caithness crystal paperweights - California Splash by Gordon Hendry no.140 of 500 10cm, Astral
Celebration by Colin Terris no.37 of 500 10cm, Floral Dance pink 9cm, Amazing Grace by Helen MacDonald
no.69 of 250 12cm, Singing in the Rain by Sarah Peterson no.21 of 100 13cm and Blue Tempest by Helen 
MacDonald no.390 of 500 9cm £60-80

512 A Royal Doulton figure - The Wizard HN2877 modelled by Alan Maslankowski 25cm £50-75

513 A Chinese green celadon crackle glazed shallow dish 11cm £50-75

514 A pair of Kutani vases decorated with panels of figures in gardens 32cm £80-120

515 A Chinese Sang de Boeuf baluster vase with elongated neck bearing a 6 character mark to base 10.5cm
£50-75
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516 A 20th Century Chinese octagonal plate decorated with birds amongst flowers and insects 28cm together with
a pair of 18th Century style plates decorated with figures in landscapes 30cm £50-75

517 A Chinese Provincial slip glaze bowl 9cm £50-75

518 An 18th Century Chinese blue and white octagonal meat plate decorated with a landscape scene with trees
and flowers 45cm £40-60

This item has a hairline crack

519 A Chinese white glazed censer with moulded decoration and impressed mark 15cm £50-75

520 A pair of 1930's Satsuma twin handled vases decorated with figures beneath trees 25cm £30-50

521 An 18th/19th Century fruitwood carving of a buffalo surrounded by monkeys, lions, shi shi, horses and beasts
10cm £80-120

522 A 19th Century Qing Dynasty slip glazed figure of a buddhistic lion joss stick holder, with reticulated eyes,
seated with his left front paw raised above a rising brocade ball, on a rectangular base 20cm h £150-200

There are chips to the lions tail and to the top of the joss stick holder

523 Two soapstone vases decorated with flowers 9cm, a soapstone figure of Buddha 11cm £40-60

524 Two panels of Chinese reverse glass paintings depicting a lady and a gentleman 21cm £40-60

525 Six Royal Doulton figures - The Foaming Quart HN2162 15cm, Jester HN2016 24cm, Figure of The Year Amy
HN3316 21cm, Dorothy HN3098 18cm, Christine HN4307 20cm and Clarinda HN2724 21cm £40-60

526 An Art Deco rectangular mirrored glass twin handled tea tray with batons to the side 9cm x 45cm w x 30cm
(slight chip to 1 edge) £40-60

527 A pair of Spode Italian pattern baluster electric table lamps 28cm x 15cm diam. £30-50

528 A circular Art Glass pedestal bowl 35cm diam. together with a pair of Art Glass candlesticks on circular bases
34cm h £40-60
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc

551 A Victorian rectangular iron book press 30cm h x 43cm w x 25cm d £50-75

552 A 19th Century  circular copper copper 34cm h x 48cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

553 A 19th Century brass and mahogany door stop in the form of a walking horse 35cm h x 39cm w x 9cm d
£40-60

554 A gilt metal table lamp in the form of a reeded column with Corinthian capital, raised on a square base 60cm h
x 17cm £40-60

555 A Victorian white painted cast iron 2 section umbrella stand 73cm h x 51cm w x 20cm d £50-75

556 A Victorian style blue painted wire work 2 tier planter 81cm h x 84cm x 42cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

Some damage to wire work in places

557 A Kent's knife cleaner on an iron base 41cm h x 43cm w x 19cm d £50-75

558 A 19th/20th Century bleached mahogany till fitted a drawer 18cm h x 25cm x 48cm £40-60

Pitting and contact marks in places

559 A Victorian style pierced gilt metal peacock spark guard 62cm h x 91cm w £40-60

Crude pin repair to the back

560 A carved stone urn of baluster form on a square base 30cm h x 25cm £40-60

4cm chip to side

561 A coopered oak barrel 37cm h x 24cm diam. £40-60

562 A reeded gilt metal oil lamp with Corinthian column and faceted glass reservoir, chimney and red glass shade
50cm h x 15cm x 15cm £40-60

563 A Victorian and brass and mesh nursery spark guard 69cm h x 107cm w x 30cm d £60-80

564 An Acme City Police whistle and chain, 3 whistles and chains marked The Metropolitan, 2 unmarked Police
whistles and chains £40-60

565 A pair of Hiatt handcuffs and key marked 104 £50-75

566 A Halex whistle, an Acme Thunderer whistle, 3 long whistles, 3 chains £40-50

567 A Conaz Inox folding pocket knife with 7cm blade, wooden grip marked Conaz Inox Scarperia, a Wright &
Sons of Sheffield twin bladed folding pocket knife, blade marked Real lambsfoot and a folding pocket knife
blade marked Le Coustel £40-60

568 A Laguiole Rossignol folding pocket knife with 8cm blade marked 2476 with corkscrew and horn grip, a 3
bladed folding pocket knife with horn grip and a Wright & Sons of Sheffield folding pocket knife blade marked
Real lambsfoot with horn effect grip £40-60

569 A Rogers of Sheffield folding pocket knife with 6cm blade and wooden grip, a Veritable Issarinok folding pocket
knife with 3 blades, screwdriver, corkscrew and horn grip, an American 2 bladed folding pocket knife blade
marked Bux 305X USA with malachite covered grip, a folding pocket knife blade marked Sauveteng with
wooden grip, a miniature folding knife blade marked Spyderco £40-60

570 A Perceval folding pocket knife with 8cm blade with corkscrew and wooden grip, a Boker Tree Brand multi
bladed pocket knife with 6cm blade marked Tree Brand Classic 182 with 2 bottle openers, 2 blades, corkscrew
and pick with simulated horn grip, a multi bladed pocket knife with 3 blades, screwdriver, corkscrew and pick
with horn grip £40-60
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571 A military style multi bladed pocket knife with marlin spike, bottle opener and blade marked Sheffield Stainless
Steel England, the grip marked The Genuine British Army Knife Stainless Steel, a Gibberson multi bladed
pocket knife with marlin spike, bottle opener and small saw - blade marked Sheffield Stainless Steel, a Buck
American folding knife with 8cm blade marked Buck 112 USA with wooden grip £50-75

572 A Boker folding knife the blade marked Boker Solingen ATS-34 with wooden grip, a Fallkniven folding pocket
knife the 6cm blade marked U1 Fallkniven 3G with wooden grip, a TW Ablett of Sheffield folding knife with 7cm
blade and wooden grip, a Taylors of Sheffield 2 bladed folding knife with 6cm blade marked Taylors Witness
Stainless with black grip, a Moki folding pocket knife with 8cm blade, walnut and steel grip £40-60

573 A Perceval folding pocket knife with 9cm blade and wooden grip, a Le Lozere French folding pocket knife with
8cm blade and wooden grip, a TW Ablett folding pocket knife with 7cm blade wooden and brass grip and a
Wright & Sons folding knife with 7cm blade marked A Wright, wooden grip £40-60

574 A Le Thiers folding pocket knife with 7cm blade marked Le Theirs Chambriard with wooden grip, a Sauveteng
folding pocket knife with 7.5cm blade and ebonised grip, a Le Thiers folding pocket knife with wooden grip
£40-60

575 A Sauveterre folding knife with 7cm blade, horn grip in leather sheath, a Sauventeng folding pocket knife with
7cm blade and leather case, a SOG Specialty folding knife with 8cm blade, black grip, contained in a leather
pouch, a Pen Duick folding pruning knife blade marked 06858 8cm, a Eka Swedish folding knife with wooden
grip £40-60

576 Three Swedish skinning knives with wooden grips and leather scabbards together with 1 other with a bone grip
and leather scabbard £100-150

577 A Fallkniven Thermorun handled knife with 13cm blade contained in a black leather scabbard marked F1
£80-120

578 A Whitby Bowie knife with leather scabbard, a Kershaw folding knife with cloth scabbard, an Aitor multi bladed
knife, a Golden Colorado folding knife, a McHenry and Williams folding knife blade marked Ast-34, a Spyderco
American multi tool with blade, adjustable spanner etc, a ditto double bladed folding knife, Izula camping knife
with plastic sheath, a Gerber ditto, a double edged camping knife, a Vlinox double bladed folding knife with
corkscrew, plastic grip and 2 sheaths £40-60

579 An 1888 Mark 1 Type II Lee Metford bayonet complete with scabbard, blade marked EDF £80-120

580 Four Chinese folding knives with hardwood and brass grips £30-50

581 A Chinese polished gilt bronze paperweight in the form of bananas 8cm x 6cm and 1 other in the form of
gourds 10cm x 6cm £40-60

582 Four Zippo Wild West lighters - Pony Express 1880, Trail Boss 1860, Conestoga Wagon 1840, Chief Sitting
Bull 1834-1890, a Zippo 25th Anniversary lighter, ditto Australia decorated 1964 GTO motor car, together with
4 other Zippo lighters and a Thunderbird American vintage lighter boxed £40-60

583 A brass cylindrical jar and cover the lid set a cabochon cut stone 6cm x 10cm £40-60

584 A Boer War wooden snuff box in the form of a shoe marked Upper Topa 1902 by a Boer prisoner 7cm x 11cm
x 3cm £40-60

585 A pair of Eastern hardstone candlesticks in the form of leaves 16cm £40-60

586 A split and polished ammonite 11cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

587 A cold painted bronze figure of a running hound raised on an oval base 5cm x 23cm x 3cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

There is some paint loss
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588 A rectangular Art Nouveau planished brass stamp box, the base marked Ges Gesch 3cm x 8cm x 7cm, 4
antique keys, a Victorian inlaid papier mache spectacle case and an advertising paperweight in the form of a
milk churn marked Churn Brand Feeding 8cm x 4cm £40-60

589 An Art Deco glass and chrome twin bottle inkwell 7cm x 19cm x 12cm £30-50

590 A BARC enamelled radiator badge no. M305, the back marked Marples and Beasley Birmingham (chips to
enamel), together with a Wimbledon Speedway radiator badge £40-60

591 A pair of olive wood campaign style candlesticks 8cm x 9cm together with a small turned wooden bottle (chip
to rim) £40-60

592 A 20th Century turned wooden Staunton chess set, boxed £40-60

593 Doulan & Co, The Crescent Lamp with bullseye lantern (f) £30-50

594 Five various brass bell weights - 7lbs, 4lbs, 2lbs, 1lb and 8 ozs £30-50

595 Two Stanley no.50 rebate planes boxed, a Record no.073 shoulder plane, a Stanley bullnose plane, Stanley
metal framed box plane £40-60

596 Three pairs of vintage goggles (1 with glass a/f) £40-60

597 A Hare's brass ships style self righting safety oil lamp with clear glass chimney 13cm £40-60

598 A Chinese carved and pierced gilt plaque depicting mounted warriors 27cm x 15cm £40-60

599 28 Britains metal figures of guardsmen, 7 ditto Yeoman of the Guard, 6 Highland Pipers, 8 Highlanders, 2
dismounted Lifeguards, 4 Royal Marines, 4 guards drummers, Ensign Drum Major and bugler, 6 Policeman,
dismounted Household Cavalry £60-80

600 Two Britains metal figures of HM The Queen mounted on Burmese, 10 Britains figures of Household Cavalry
Regiment, 16 plastic Britains figures of guardsmen etc £50-75

601 A Corgi Toys Walls Ice Cream Van, 2 miniature models of the Coronation coach, 2 model field guns, Corgi
Major Launcher for a Corporal Missile, 4 model bubble cars etc £30-50

602 A Hornby O gauge locomotive, an O gauge LMS class 4P boxed, a Hornby OO gauge BR Class 29 BO-BO
diesel electric boxed, a Hornby electric diesel boxed (some damage to boxes) £40-60

603 A Lima no.30 5333W Royal Scots Grays double headed diesel locomotive boxed, ditto 5114W diesel
locomotive boxed, ditto 2051115Z1 diesel locomotive boxed £40-60

604 A Hornby OO locomotive  and tender - Duchess of Sutherland, ditto King Henry VII, an Airfix OO locomotive -
Centenary Brake Third boxed, ditto 4F Fowler boxed £50-75

605 A Lima OO gauge 20 5192 diesel locomotive boxed, together with a Jouef OO gauge locomotive boxed £40-60

606 A Triang OO locomotive and tender - Robin Hood, a Triang British Railways locomotive and tender, a Hornby
OO locomotive and tender - City of Bristol, a LMS Hornby locomotive and tender in red livery, ditto in black
livery, all unboxed £80-120

607 A Main Line locomotive and tender - Royal Scott, a Triang locomotive and tender R38 - Golden Arrow, a
Triang locomotive and tender R33, ditto R39 £50-75

608 A Hornby City 125 locomotive and carriage, a Hornby diesel locomotive - Mammoth, a Triang diesel
locomotive R751 and a Main Line British Railways diesel locomotive - The Manchester £50-75

609 A Lima OO gauge diesel locomotive - Meld, 3 other Lima diesel locomotives, 2 Hornby diesel locomotives (1f)
£50-75

610 A C&R Wren tank engine, 6 Hornby tank engines, 3 Lima tank engines, a Mainline tank engine and 3 others
£80-120

611 Two Lima OO diesel locomotives, an Airfix diesel locomotive, a Meccano ditto, metal framed diesel locomotive
and 3 diesel shunters £60-80
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612 A Lesney model Ford Anglia no.7 and 9 other Lesney models, a Britains model car and other model toy cars
£40-60

613 A Hornby OO locomotive and tender in red British Railways livery together with 5 Bachmann locomotives and
tenders and a Brazilian locomotive and tender £40-60

614 Two wooden scratch built Great Western railway carriages 10cm h x 32cm w x 7cm d, a Hornby OO pullman
carriage and 2 other items £40-60

615 A clockwork figure of a monkey with tinplate face 14cm £40-50

616 A 19th Century steel corkscrew with bone handle (chipped), 2 18th Century steel corkscrews and a pair of iron
nut crackers in the form of a crocodile 19cm £30-50

617 A brass advertising paperweight in the form of a Danforth anchor marked Levantie Insurance and Reinsurance
Co-Genova 15cm x 8cm £40-60

618 A pierced brass Eastern cross 34cm h x 37cm w together with 3 others 20cm x 7cm, 18cm x 6cm and 13cm x
5cm £50-75

619 A curious Victorian brass and bone pen rest formed from a knuckle bone 6cm h x 13cm w x 7cm d ( photo
centre pages ) £50-75

620 Lemaire Favit, a pair of French 19th Century folding opera glasses contained in a pouch £40-60

621 A 19th Century steel and turned mahogany corkscrew complete with brush 6cm and 2 other corkscrews
£60-80

622 A Bavarian 1892 patent artilleryman's sword with 46cm blade, brass grip with lion head pondtail £50-75

Some light rust

623 A 1907 Wilkinson pattern bayonet (no scabbard) £40-60

Some light rust

624 A First World War German trench knife complete with scabbard £80-100

625 A 19th Century pierced leaf shaped gilt metal partisan head 18cm x 6cm £40-60

626 A George V Infantry Officer's sword complete with scabbard, heavily rusted £40-60

627 A Canadian blue field service cap dated 1914 together with a Radio compass £30-50

628 Two curious turned and carved hardwood boulles 8cm, 3 carved hardstone model eggs 6cm, a hardwood
figure of a buffalo and a rhinoceros 5cm £40-60

629 A circular iron kettle stand 20cm x 26cm together with a 4 piece wrought iron fireside companion set £40-60

630 A Victorian pierced brass fender 13cm x 115cm w x 25cm d £40-60

631 A Beck of London model 3228 binocular microscope cased in a wooden box with broad arrow marked
HFZ.13117 £40-60

632 A cast bronze figure of Shiva raised on a square base, 24cm x 9cm x 6cm £30-50

633 A Richard Johnson gilt painted miner's safety lamp £30-50

634 A brass hand bell with turned wooden handle, the bell marked Burfields 27cm h x 15cm diam. £30-40

635 A Chinese black and blue ground cloisonne enamelled ginger jar and cover decorated birds amidst branches
complete with hardwood stand  23cm x 18cm £60-80

636 Two gilt painted plaster figures of kneeling angels in prayer 7cm x 10cm x 8cm £40-60

One with damage to arm

637 A pair of 19th Century 3 light gilt metal wall light brackets 22cm h x 21cm w x 14cm d £50-75

One is loose and missing retaining screw

638 A 19th Century circular copper cooking pot and cover, cylindrical lidded copper cooking pot with polished steel
handle 20cm x 23cm and a 1 other 43cm x 15cm £50-75
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639 Mayers and Harrison, a War Office issue copper and brass bugle dated 1957 £30-50

640 A gilt metal table lamp in the form of a column with stepped base and Corinthian capital 31cm h £40-60

Column is loose

641 A 20th Century Chinese black ground cloisonne enamelled urn and cover decorated birds amongst flowers,
raised on a hardwood stand 28cm x 15cm ( photo centre pages ) £70-100

642 A 19th Century Japanned carriage lamp 42cm x 12cm x 12cm, 1 other converted to electricity (1 pane of glass
is cracked) £30-50

643 A Russian BM-51-2 binocular microscope together with certificate dated 05 1980, boxed £50-75

644 An Eastern embossed copper jardiniere decorated birds and figures 32cm h x 32cm diam. £40-60

645 An Eastern lacquered trinket box in the form of a seated owl 36cm h x 26cm diam. ( photo centre pages )
£60-80

646 A Light of London metal carriage lamp complete with burner 19cm x 10cm x 8cm (rear glass to back a/f)
£40-60

647 A Victorian perpetual calendar contained in an oak case 22cm x 13cm x 7cm ( photo centre pages ) £50-75

Slight chip to right hand top, tear to numeral fabric after 31st

648 A stuffed and mounted tawny owl on a circular oak base 40cm h x 16cm diam. £50-75

649 An Edwardian lidded pewter pint tankard inscribed House Athletics JWB Simeon Winner Lower Boys Half Mile
Eton 1901 18cm, a half pint ditto marked JWB Simeon 3rd in Lower Boys Pulling JC Moultor Str. (Cox Eton)
with glass bottom 14cm £30-40

650 A pair of 19th Century gilt metal 3 light wall light brackets with head decoration 20cm x 24cm x 13cm £60-80

1 sconce missing

651 A pair of black ground and floral patterned enamelled club shaped vases £50-75

1 vase with damage to the body

652 Eight various Stanley planes including no.607 jack plane, no.6 jack plane, no.5 Stanley Bailey smoothing
plane, ditto no.10, Stanley 4 1/2 smoothing plane (x2), no. 4 (x2) and a part Record no.078 rebate plane
£100-150

All have some rust and wear in places

653 A copper and brass ships masthead lantern converted to electricity 36cm h x 26cm w x 27cm d ( photo centre
pages ) £70-90

Hinged lid is dented, some damage to the hinge

654 Officine Galileo, a single pillar microscope no.77301 boxed, together with 7 lenses and various slides £50-75

655 A pair of Chinese gilt metal club shaped candlesticks 25cm £40-60

656 A 19th Century black and white painted wooden decoy duck 17cm h x 35cm w x 11cm £40-60

Head f and r

657 Two vintage bottles of Old Colony Pure Maple Syrup £40-60

658 A Victorian copper harvest measure the side added a later brass spicket 38cm h x 30cm diam. (some dents)
£30-40

659 A Gundka no.5 manual typewriter with carrying case £30-40

660 A Premier brass and copper bugle with broad arrow marked Premier British Made 1936 (some dents), a brass
taxi horn (rubber bell f) and a small copper hunting horn £40-60

661 A Japanese lacquered cabinet with hinged lid and fitted interior above a drawer, the base fitted 2 drawers
enclosed by pair of panelled doors above a drawer 25cm h x 21cm w x 8cm d £40-60

Some chips in places
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662 A Victorian oval copper and brass foot warmer 7cm h x 63cm w x 33cm, a circular ditto 7cm x 22cm £30-50

663 An interior candlestick telephone £30-50

Some rust in places

664 A Franklin Mint bronze figure of a mounted warrior raised on a rectangular mahogany base 29cm h £50-75

665 Joseph Sankey & Sons, an embossed cylindrical waisted copper jug with shell and floral decoration, the base
marked 1/2 JS & S 099 L 16cm x 9cm £30-40

Some dents and misshapen

666 A Lucas King of The Road carbide bicycle lamp £40-60

667 A copper bull ring 6.5cm, an embossed brass dish decorated a bird 27cm, an Eastern brass tin 22cm h £30-50

668 A Jydsk metal framed internal telephone £50-75

669 A circular embossed metal tray decorated the crucifixion 40cm £40-60

670 An 18th/19th Century cylindrical copper side handled coffee pot 21cm h (finial missing) and a copper ale
warmer 28cm £30-50

671 A pair of 19th/20th Century Continental gilt metal fire dogs in the form of rampant lions 35cm x 22cm x 20cm
£40-60

672 A Czechoslovakian Praha electric binocular microscope cased £40-60

673 A Royal Naval ratings cap with title HMS Heron £40-50

674 After Schmidt-Fellin, a bronze figure of a boy riding a mule with 2 panniers of wine raised on a rectangular
granite base 40cm h x 22cm w x 11cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

Some light chips to the base

675 Arthur J Poole, a 19th/20th Century square black metal railway lantern marked Arthur J Poole M & C 1903
Birmingham 32cm h x 17cm w x 15cm d ( photo centre pages ) £70-90

Chips to the glass

676 A cast iron doorstop in the form of a rampant lion 34cm x 24cm x 7cm £30-50

678 A black Bakelite dial telephone, base marked GPO 4550 £40-60

679 A Little Wanzer Time Utilizer spinning sewing machine complete with instructions, contained in a pine carrying
case (lid a/f) £80-120

Paint loss throughout, the ceramic winding handle has a chip, all parts are free moving and running

680 A bar bottle opener - "The Boss" no.1511 £40-60

Crack and weld repair to the base

681 A Victorian carved and pierced mahogany pediment in the form a basket of flowers   26cm x 47cm, a
rectangular carved limed wood panel decorated fruits 50cm x 19cm and a pair of Victorian carved ebonised
panels 40cm x 13cm £40-60

682 A brass twin handled Samovar and tray 53cm h x 33cm w x 20cm d £40-60

The top with script writing, the base with some verdigris

683 A crocodile handbag 18cm x 27cm x 4cm with chrome mounts and 1 other 19cm x 30cm x 7cm (damage to
handle and base) £0-50

684 Chad Valley, a circular black plastic roulette wheel 7cm x 39cm together with  approx. 134 counters and a
green baize cloth £40-60

685 A Christs Hospital green painted governor's stave 183cm l £80-120

686 A Victorian cast brass 2 bottle inkwell on panelled supports 7cm x 25cm x 15cm £30-40

Bottles missing, 1 hinged has a replacement pin

687 A Hohner Mignon accordion with 8 buttons £30-50
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690 Yale, an American Ordnance Department padlock and key, a Squire no.770 padlock and key, 5 other padlocks
and keys and 3 padlocks £40-60

691 A pair of 19th Century blue and black ground cloisonne enamel jars and covers 5cm x 7cm £40-60

One is dented

692 A 19th/20th Century wooden pond yacht 26cm x 51cm x 11cm £50-75

693 Three bottles of 1997 Penfold Bin End Cabernet Sauvignon Bin 707 red wine, bottle serial numbers - 042801,
042859 and 042448 £200-300

The wine has been stored in a cellar since purchase on its release

694 Six bottles of 1998 Penfolds Grange South Australian Shiraz Bin 95, vintage 1998, bottled 1999, red wine,
contained in a wooden case and wrapped £1000-1500

The wine has been stored in a cellar since purchase on its release

695 A 70cl bottle of Macallan Speaker Martin's Highland Malt single Scotch Whisky boxed £300-400

A special edition of Macallan 10 years old malt whisky, selected by disgraced former Speaker of the House of
Commons Michael Martin for sale at the tourist shop in the Houses of Parliament, Michael Martin resigned
shortly after this version had appeared so was only available for a very short time

696 A bottle of Moet and Chandon Imperial champagne, 1 other bottle of Moet and Chandon and bottle of vintage
Heidsieck and Co champagne £40-60

697 Three bottles of Hardys 1991 Shiraz McLaren Vale, 3 bottles of Hardys 1992 Coonawarra cabernet sauvignon,
4 bottles of 1992 E&E Barossa Valley black pepper shiraz £40-60

698 Two bottles of Penfolds 1999 Yattarna white wine, bottle numbers 02467 and 02961, bin no.144 £60-80

The wine has been stored in a cellar since purchase on its release

699 A bottle of 1996 Mamre Brook cabernet sauvignon, bottle of 1998 Terras Dorio, bottle of Hardys 1992
Bankside shiraz, 2 bottles of Lindeman's 1999 Cawarra cabernet and 5 other bottles of wine £40-60

700 A brass dinner gong complete with beater 33cm x 28cm x 16cm £30-50

701 A Louis Regnier wooden champagne crate with hinged lid marked Special Cru Brut 1919 23cm h x 55cm w x
39cm d £40-60

There are signs of old but treated worm

702 A Georgian style gilt metal hall lantern with glass panels to the sides 31cm x 33cm £30-50

One glass panel damaged

703 A pair of 5 light glass electroliers 39cm h x 51cm diam. £60-80

704 A Victorian style 5 light glass electrolier 46cm h x 53cm diam. £60-80

705 Gieves Ltd., a red beret with Parachute Regiment badge £60-80

There is some moth damage to the red felt particularly around the sides. The lot is otherwise in good condition.
There is no date or marks on the lining.

706 A good Bavarian carved wooden figure of a standing brown bear with open mouth and glass eyes 13cm h x
41cm l x 14cm w ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

The end of the tongue is chipped, there is a crack to the left flank, a section above the tail is stuck and there
are minor chips to fur in places

707 Underwood and Underwood, volumes 1 and 2 "Around The World Through the Stereoscope", approx. 76 cards
and "Studies Through the Stereoscope" 32 cards and approx. 65 other cards together with a stereoscopic
viewer £50-75

708 Seven albums of German mint and used stamps 1948 and later £60-90

709 A green Nelson album of used world stamps - GB George VI to Elizabeth, Hungary, India, New Zealand,
Poland, USA etc, an Ace Golden Eagle album of world stamps £30-50
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710 A red stock book of Elizabeth II mint Commonwealth stamps, stock book of used ditto, stock book and 1 other
album of mint Commonwealth stamps £50-75

711 A stock book of GB Victoria used stamps (catalogue value approx. 2,500), stock book of United Nation mint
stamps, a stock book of Labuan and North Borneo stamps and a stock book of Solomon Islands mint stamps
£50-75

712 Six albums of South African first day covers £30-40

713 An album of George VI and later South African mint stamps, and various stock books of mint and used world
stamps - Czechoslovakia, New Zealand, Italy, India and South Africa £40-50

714 33 First World War embroidered postcards and other WWI postcards etc £80-100

715 Two albums of various trade cards including Civil War News, American Civil War Legends, Tom Thumb British
Aviation, Copes Cigarettes, Dickensian Charles Dickens Series, Mirrorpix Sir Winston Churchill and The
Beatles series 1-3 and The Beatles colour cards £50-75

716 Two albums of The Beatles cards - USA 1A to 60A, ditto The Beatles series and duplicates (approx.80),
together with The Beatles Collection River Group cards in a ring bound album £40-60

717 Four albums of various cigarette cards including John Players - Modern Conveniences, Life Aboard Warships,
Miniatures, Gilbert and Sullivan, Racing Caricatures, Wonders of the World, Scouts and Guides, Natural
History (2nd series) Wills - Did You Know, Ogdens - Boy Scouts Series 4, Birds Eggs, Carreras - Lest We
Forget, etc £50-75

718 Three albums of cigarette cards including J Wicks & Sons - Henry Series 1-5, Doncella - Napoleonic Uniforms,
Country Houses and Castles, British Mammals and 3 sets of Liebig cards, John Players - Characters From
Dickens, 2 sets of trade cards - The Lake District £40-60

719 Four albums of trade and cigarette cards including Smith Albion Gold Flake Cigarettes - Famous Explorers,
Cope Brothers - Dickens Gallery, Ogens - Shakespeare Set, Wills - Waterloo, WH & J Woods - Aesop's
Fables, Premier Confectionery - Zed Cars, Bournville Chocolate - Transport, John Player & sons - Characters
From Dickens, Rockwell - Spurs 1960-63, Boncella - Golden Age of Steam, History of the Victoria Cross,
Paramount - Star Trek The Motion Picture and others £50-75

720 Three albums of cigarette cards including Wills - Coronation Series, The Reign of George V, Our King and
Queen, Old Pottery and Porcelain, Do You Know series 1-5, Household Hints series 1 and 2, Life in the Royal
Navy, Air Raid Precautions, John Players - Ships Figureheads, Highland Clans, Coronation Series Ceremonial
Dress, Churchmans - King's Coronation £40-60

721 Three albums of cigarette cards including John Players - Golf, Gilbert and Sullivan series 1 and 2, Characters
from Dickens, Famous Writers, Churchmans - Association Football series 1 and 2, Kings of Speed, Story of
Navigation etc £40-60

722 Three albums of trade cards including Marilyn Monroe first series, Wills - Punch Cartoons DSIR Discovery
Series, War Bulletin World War Two, Butterflies and Moths, Topp's - War Bulletin Spitting Image £40-60

723 Three albums of tea cards including American Tea - Science in the 20th Century, Typhoo - Dogs, Birds,
Animals, Wonders of Disney, Brooke Bond Race into Space etc £30-50

724 A Centurion album of used world stamps - GB George VI, Germany, France, Spain £30-40

725 Three blue ring bound albums of humorous coloured postcards £50-75

726 A blue ring bound album of monochrome postcards - Beauties, a blue ring bound album of humorous coloured
postcards and a green ditto of cigarette cards £40-60

727 Approximately 1245 black and white and coloured postcards including Italy and The Netherlands £50-75

728 Approximately 2400 black and white and coloured postcards of France (contained in 2 plastic crates) £50-75
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729 Approximately 800 black and white and coloured postcards of Greater London and Environs (contained in a
plastic crate) £50-75

730 A Black Forest style carved wooden figure of a seated dog and puppy 9cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

731 Two 1960's Royal Navy flying log books, mostly 81424 squadron Royal Naval Air Service and a German
passport £40-60

732 A collection of 13 J B Addis & Sons Sheffield wood turning chisels and 2 others £50-75

733 A 19th Century mahogany card box with hinged lid containing playing cards - National Playing Cards no.75
(complete), J H Harrison (the king and 8 of clubs, queen of diamonds and ace of spades have cut corners),
Thomas De La Rue Royal Victoria playing cards (8 of spades missing) Chas. Goodall & Sons (ace of spades
has cut corner) £30-50

734 A plaster model of a trout contained in a rectangular naturalistic case 25cm x 49cm x 10cm £50-75

735 A Victorian stuffed and mounted yellow canary contained under a glass dome 27cm h x 16cm d £60-80

There are minor chips to the base of the dome

736 Two butterflies contained under a glass dome with an arrangement of pine cones 29cm h x 18cm diam. £40-60

737 A stuffed and mounted pike arranged in a naturalistic unmarked bow front glass case 37cm h x 70cm w x
16cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

There is a crack to the right hand side of the glass, glass is loose

738 A Victorian coat rack the hooks in the form of antelope slots 110cm £50-75

Some light water marks in places

739 A stuffed and mounted owl contained under a glass dome, raised on a circular base 50cm h x 25cm diam. (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

The base of the glass dome is free from chips

740 Izaak Walton "The Compleat Angler" volume one 1826, leather bound £50-75

Some foxing in paces

741 A wooden hulled model boat 20cm x 117cm x 26cm £50-75

742 A 19th Century Chinese black lacquered trinket box the hinged lid decorated court figures 6cm x 18cm x 15cm
£30-40

743 Armand Marseille, a porcelain headed doll with sleep eyes, open mouth with 2 teeth and articulated body, the
head incised AM Koppelsdorf Germany 996 A9M, 52cm £30-40

744 Riley, a wooden and brass snooker scoreboard 33cm h x 93cm w x 5cm d £40-60

There is a chip to the glass

745 Two polyphon movements 22cm x 9cm and 5 polyphon discs 24cm together with 18 ditto 21cm £50-75

746 After E Freimiet, a bronze figure group of 2 seated dogs 24cm x 19cm, raised on a plush red velvet base with
plaque marked A Monsieur TC Hounsfield souvenir de ses employes 1904 ( photo centre pages ) £160-220

747 After Bergman, a cold painted spelter table lighter in the form of a rug vendor with camel, raised on a
rectangular glass base 19cm h x 14.5cm w x 8cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

Dipper to the lighter is missing

748 A pair of Victorian stuffed and mounted owls contained in a rectangular glass case 51cm h x 47cm w x 23cm d
£50-75

Slight moth in places

749 Harrods, an opera cape £40-60

Some minor moth holes
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750 A rectangular walnut and ebonised standish with carrying handle, 2 pen receptacles, drawer to base, raised on
bun feet 17cm h x 32cm w x 20cm d together with 2 associated cut glass inkwells (1 has a chip to corner and
the other repaired hinge) £40-60

751 A 19th Century brass and mesh crescent shaped spark guard 51cm h x 21cm w £40-60

752 A Stevengraph - Battle of Waterloo scene 6cm x 17cm £30-50

753 Seven DC Superman Comics nos. 164, 170, 172, 174, 175 and 359 together with 1 other unnumbered £50-75

754 A Victorian green glazed pottery oil lamp reservoir with gilt metal mounts marked Hinks complete with glass
shade and chimney 23cm h £40-60

755 A 1946 Esquire Varga calendar £50-75

Light water stains in places

756 An Arabic Dallah coffee pot 27cm x 10cm, the base is unmarked £30-40
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints

Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.

801 Mixed media unsigned, maritime battle 28cm x 45.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

802 Edwardian watercolour unsigned, fishing vessels and figures 40cm x 33cm £50-75

803 A H Vickers, 1853-1907, oil on canvas signed, a view of Eton College, 18.5cm x 29cm, label on verso £80-120

This painting has been cleaned and re-lined

804 Thomas Ivester Lloyd, 1873-1942, limited edition coloured print "Bolebroke Beagles" signed in pencil, 31.5cm
x 37cm, the reverse labelled and with list of subscribers £50-75

805 A 17th Century oil on board unsigned, portrait of a lady with wide ruff collar, mounted as an octagon 21cm x
20cm ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

806 20th Century oil on board, Dutch winterscape with figures 17cm x 24cm £40-60

807 Sampler, alphabet and numbers above a tree with angels, a lady and gentleman and vases of flowers,
monogrammed MD 1835 30cm x 23cm £40-60

This sampler is extensively faded

808 A Victorian oil on canvas unsigned, shepherd with sheep dog and flock 64cm x 52cm £50-75

There are numerous patches to the reverse of the painting

809 Mixed media indistinctly signed, study of shire horses  44cm x 60cm £50-75

810 Martin Spencer Coleman, born 1952, oil on canvas, farming figures beside a spring with distant buildings 39cm
x 60cm £50-75

811 Pam Masco (1953-2018), watercolour signed, study of a watermill 60cm x 44cm together with a book "Mill
Race" by Pamela Street showing the watercolour as the book cover £100-150

812 Mixed media, monkeys in a tree 40cm h x 18cm £40-60

813 Edna Hely, oil on board, riverscape, inscribed on verso At Paynes Crossing 45cm x 60cm £50-75

814 Edna Hely, oil on board signed, mountainous landscape inscribed Barrington Tops Scenery 45cm x 60cm
£50-75

815 20th Century oil on canvas indistinctly signed Moroccan market place with figures 25cm x 20cm £50-75

816 Sir Alfred East 1849-1913, watercolour, preparatory study of ladies in a rural setting, signed 50cm x 70cm
£100-150

817 **George W Hooper, 1910-1994, watercolour signed, label on verso "The Cutting/Western Australia" 50cm x
66cm **Please Note: Artist's Resale Rights may be payable on this lot ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

818 Chinese watercolour unsigned, study of a lady in a pavilion setting 18cm x 25cm £50-75

819 Shaun Stanley, born 1958, watercolour signed, Australian view, label on verso "Lake Argyle, Evening" 71cm x
52cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

820 A framed embroidery of a coat of arms - George VI Coronation, framed 52cm x 60cm £60-80

821 J Carey, a map of Gloucestershire 49cm x 42cm £40-60

This map is extensively faded

822 F Delamarche, a map of Africa dated 1829 28cm x 31cm £40-60

823 J Carey, a map of Worcestershire 27cm x 20cm £40-60
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824 Icon, a repousse gilt metal oklad figure of Mary and the boy child with angels in attendance 22cm x 17cm
£40-60

825 A pair of early 20th Century Continental oils on panel, indistinctly signed, study of a Spanish lady and
gentleman 26cm x 17cm, unframed £50-80
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments

850 An 18th Century striking on bell, bird cage longcase clock movement 13cm x 16cm £40-60

851 Gustav Becker a Vienna style striking regulator with 12cm enamelled dial and Roman numerals with gridiron
pendulum, contained in a walnut case (no key) 92cm h x 36cm w x 16cm d £50-75

Veneers to the case are damaged at the top

852 G C Bateman Ltd of Birmingham, an Edwardian Art Nouveau aneroid barometer with brass dial contained in a
planished copper and oak case 33cm £40-60

Rust to the hands

853 John Gibson of Edinburgh, an 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock, the 30cm arched dial with minute
indicator in the form of Father Time, minute dial and calendar dial, contained in a mahogany case, complete
with pendulum and weights 217cm h ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

854 A Vienna style regulator timepiece with 16cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals, minute indicator, complete
with pendulum and key, contained in an ebonised case 115cm £40-60

855 An Art Deco timepiece with 11cm square silvered dial, Roman numerals, contained in an oak case 21cm h x
24cm w x 8cm d £40-60

Clock is currently running

856 A French 8 day striking mantel clock with 10cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals, contained in a shaped inlaid
mahogany case with brass handles to the side 27cm x 20cm x 13cm d £60-90

The glass is chipped, split to the front of the case, no pendulum or key

857 A miniature longcase timepiece with 5cm dial, Roman numerals, contained in a green hardstone case 28cm x
9cm x 4cm £40-60

858 A Continental drop dial striking wall clock with 29cm painted dial with Roman numerals contained in a
mahogany case (no pendulum or key) £30-40

Split to left hand side of the glass pendulum aperture

859 An Edwardian German 8 day striking chiming longcase clock with 26cm brass dial, Arabic numerals contained
in an oak case, complete with pendulum and weights 197cm h x 43cm w x 26cm £50-75

The clock is currently running

860 Casella, a barograph contained in a metal case with perspex cover 18cm h x 33cm w x 20cm d £40-60

861 Comitti of London, a limited edition mantel timepiece to commemorate the 1981 Wedding of HRH Prince
Charles and Lady Diana Spencer, the 11cm enamelled dial with Roman numerals, contained in an arched
inlaid mahogany case with Prince of Wales feathers 28cm h x 17cm w x 9cm d, no.315 of 2000 £50-75

The clock is running

862 Wattemberg, a 1920's striking mantel clock with 19cm oval silvered dial, Arabic numerals contained in an inlaid
mahogany case, complete with pendulum £40-60

863 A French 8 day striking mantel clock with 11cm enamelled dial Roman numerals, contained in a black marble
architectural case 35cm h x 45cm w x 14cm d complete with pendulum and key £40-60

Light chips in places to the marble

864 Japy Freres, a French 8 day striking mantel clock with 12cm enamelled dial, Arabic numerals, contained in an
arch shaped mahogany case 24cm x 35cm x 14cm, complete with pendulum £40-60

Clock currently running
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865 John Ruxton, Carrick Macross, an 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock with 32 cm square gilt dial, gilt
spandrels, silvered chapter ring, calendar aperture and minute indicator, contained in an inlaid mahogany
case, complete with pendulum, key and weights, 207cm h £150-200

866 Regnault, a French 8 day striking mantel clock, the 9cm enamelled dial with Roman numerals marked A Paris
contained in a gilt metal case 36cm h x 38cm w x 14cm d £40-60

Slight chips by winding holes, the clock is currently running

867 Kundo, a 400 day clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals in a gilt case, complete with glass dome
31cm h x 17cm diam. £40-50

There are chips to the base of the dome, the clock is a/f,

868 A Victorian French 8 day striking mantel clock with 13cm enamelled dial, Arabic numerals, contained in a 2
colour marble architectural case 35cm h x 44cm w x 14cm d £40-50

Chips in places, no key or pendulum

869 A French style striking mantel clock with Roman numerals contained in a gilt metal case 25cm h x 15cm w x
13cm d £40-60

Clock is currently running

870 A 20th Century quarter repeating carriage alarm clock with enamelled dial, Roman numerals, marked MD Ger,
contained in a yellow cloisonne champleve enamelled case 16cm x 11cm x 9cm £50-75

Clock is currently running, no key

871 Mappin & Webb, a 20th Century carriage timepiece with 5cm enamelled dial, contained in a gilt metal case,
complete with key, 11cm x 8cm x 6cm £50-75

872 A West German timepiece in the form of a longcase clock with 5cm dial contained in a slate case 24cm x 11cm
x 4cm £40-60

clock is currently running

873 A 19th/20th Century carriage timepiece with 6cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals, contained in a gilt metal
case 11cm h x 8cm w x 6cm d (no key) £40-60

Clock is currently running, there is a crack to the dial near the figure 8

874 A striking on gong longcase clock, the 27cm silvered dial marked Juyamann of Munchen and with gilt chapter
ring, contained in a mahogany case 199cm h x 42cm w x 26cm d £70-100

875 Allix Charles, a bedroom timepiece with 8cm paper dial, Arabic numerals, contained in an inlaid oak Admiral's
hat shaped case 15cm h x 28cm w x 8cm d £30-40

876 A Victorian French timepiece with 10cm enamelled dial, Arabic numerals, contained in a 2 colour marble
architectural case 26cm h x 28cm w x 14cm d, complete with pendulum and key £30-50

Some chips in places

877 Schatz, a 20th Century German 8 day carriage clock with painted dial and Roman numerals, contained in a gilt
case 13cm h x 8cm w x 5.5cm d, together with Bayard an 8 day carriage clock with 5cm enamelled dial,
Roman numerals 11cm h x 8cm w x 6cm d £40-60

Both clocks are currently running

878 A chain driven fusee clock movement with 15cm back plate and 45cm circular dial with Roman numerals,
contained in a mahogany case 58cm, complete with bezel, glass, key, pendulum and various hands £80-100

879 An Edwardian timepiece with 8cm paper dial, Roman numerals, contained in an inlaid mahogany balloon
shaped case 20cm h x 13cm w x 8cm d £40-60

880 J Marti, a French 8 day striking 4 glass clock with 9cm dial, Roman numerals contained in a gilt metal case
25cm h x 15cm w x 13cm d, complete with pendulum and key ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Clock is currently running
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881 A French 8 day striking mantel clock with 13cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals, contained in a spelter case
surmounted by a figure of a kneeling knight £60-80

The case is damaged, requires restoration

882 A limited edition reproduction Fitzroy barometer contained in a mahogany case 100cm h x 20cm w x 7cm d
with brass plaque no.321/2000 £60-80
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Rugs and Carpets

883 A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 4 diamonds to the centre 234cm x 58cm £80-120

884 A white, turquoise and green ground Chobi Kilim rug with 2 stylised diamonds to the centre 124cm x 82cm
£60-80

885 A blue and tan ground Bokhara rug with 8 octagons to the centre within multi row border 157cm x 91cm
£30-50

In wear, sections of fringing missing

886 An oatmeal ground and floral patterned Kashmiri stitched panel 170cm  x 118cm £70-90

887 A white, turquoise and blue ground Chobi Kilim runner with 5 diamonds to the centre 200cm x 58cm £60-80

888 A red, blue and white ground Afghan rug with central medallion 292cm x 210cm, some wear and flecking in
places £50-75

889 A black and red ground Afghan rug with 3 diamonds to the centre 123cm x 84cm £30-50

Some signs of old moth

890 A yellow, orange and blue ground Afghan rug with central medallion within a multi row border 244cm x 166cm
£30-50

Heavily moth damaged

891 A pink, blue and white ground Persian runner with 3 diamonds to the centre 290cm x 92cm £50-75

Some wear in places

892 A red and black ground Afghan rug with diamond medallion to the centre within a multi row border 190cm x
104cm £50-75

Light wear in places

893 A red and white ground Bokhara rug with 16 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 119cm x 79cm
£40-60

Flecking in places, fringe reduced

894 A black and red ground Afghan runner with 4 stylised medallions to the centre 143cm x 50cm £40-60

895 A red, blue and green ground Persian runner with 2 medallions to the centre 220cm x 64cm £50-75

Light wear in places

896 A red and brown ground Afghan slip rug with 4 octagons to the centre 56cm x 42cm £30-50

897 A red, blue, orange and black ground Afghan rug with central medallion within a multi row border 255cm x
163cm £40-60

Signs of wear

898 A white and green ground floral patterned Caucasian style rug 205cm x 135cm £40-60

899 A red and black ground Bokhara rug with 42 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 191cm x 121cm
£30-50

In wear, a 12cm section of damage to the binding on one side, signs old moth damage

900 A red and black ground Bokhara carpet with 80 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 284cm x
208cm £60-80

A 30cm section of binding to one edge is damaged and some missing

901 A red, white and blue ground machine made Belgian cotton Persian style rug with central medallion 300cm x
201cm £40-60

902 A blue and red ground Meshwani runner with 5 diamonds to the centre 244cm x 59cm £100-140

903 A yellow, green and orange ground Chobi Kilim runner with all over geometric design 295cm x 84cm £130-160
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904 A black, green and orange ground Maimana Kilim runner with geometric design 297cm x 82cm £100-140

905 A green, white and orange ground Chobi Kilim runner with diamond design to the centre within in a multi row
border 198cm x 61cm £80-100

906 A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 17 diamonds to the centre 245cm x 58cm £100-140

907 A white, turquoise and orange ground Chobi Kilim runner with all over geometric design 148cm x 60cm £55-75

908 A tan and red ground Belouche rug with 2 stylised medallions to the centre 150cm x 92cm £90-120

909 A Continental machine made tapestry of a canal scene with buildings 150cm x 58cm £50-75

910 A yellow, turquoise and white ground Chobi Kilim rug 120cm x 80cm £70-90

911 A red and green ground Mori Jaldar slip rug 55cm x 47cm £30-40

912 A white, green and turquoise ground Chobi Kilim runner with diamond decoration to the centre 247cm x 78cm
£120-150

913 A black, white and orange ground Maimana Kilim runner with all over diamond design 202cm x 65cm £70-90

914 A white, turquoise, green and tan ground Chobi Kilim rug 145cm x 98cm £90-120
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture

931 A large 19th Century mahogany pedestal Pembroke table, fitted a frieze drawer, raised on a turned column
and tripod supports 74cm h x 126cm w x 58cm £40-60

Contact marks in places, flap to side is warped

932 An Edwardian mahogany ships style dressing table with rectangular bevelled plate mirror to the back above a
recess with 3/4 gallery, fitted 2 short and 1 long drawer above a recess, the base fitted a cupboard enclosed by
panelled door 162cm h x 64cm w x 32cm £60-90

Contact marks in places

933 A Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with turned handles, raised on bracket feet 107cm h
x 106cm w x 52cm d £50-75

Light scratches and contact marks in places

934 A Georgian style mahogany bow front cabinet fitted 2 drawers above a panelled door, raised on splayed
bracket feet 85cm h x 65cm w x 36cm d £50-75

Scratches and pitting to the top

935 A Victorian rectangular mahogany work table with quarter veneered top fitted 2 drawers above a deep basket,
raised on lyre supports 73cm h x 57cm w x 58cm d £100-150

Top is warped, missing a section of veneer to the left hand edge, 1 handle is missing

936 An Edwardian kidney shaped inlaid mahogany tea tray, the centre inlaid musical trophies 58cm x 34cm £40-60

Sun bleached, light scratches in places

937 A set of 8 mahogany Hepplewhite style shield back dining chairs comprising 2 carvers 96cm x 55cm x 46cm, 6
standard with overstuffed seats 96cm x 52cm x 45cm, raised on square tapered supports £80-120

Contact marks in places

938 A 19th Century mahogany drop flap dining table raised on square tapered supports 73cm h x 108cm x 48cm
£30-50

Sun bleached, contact marks in places

939 A 19th Century rectangular plate mirror contained in a Rococo style carved  wooden and pierced gilt painted
frame 178cm x 120cm £800-1000

940 A 19th Century rectangular mahogany whip and boot stand 91cm h x 63cm w x 29cm d ( photo centre pages )
£80-120

941 A Victorian style bleached mahogany 4 tier what-not, the base fitted a drawer, raised on turned supports
127cm h x 46cm w x 36cm d £80-120

Contact marks in places

942 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany display cabinet on cabinet, the upper section fitted shelves enclosed by
astragal glazed doors, the crossbanded bow front base enclosed by a panelled door, raised on square tapered
supports, spade feet 180cm h x 69cm w x 46cm d £80-120

The bow front door is warped, contact marks in places

943 An Edwardian Georgian style turned and fluted torchere, raised on tripod base with egg and claw feet 106cm h
x 29cm diam. £40-60

1 leg is loose
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944 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany dressing cabinet, the hinged lid fitted a mirror above fall front, the interior fitted
a drawer (handle missing), raised on square tapered supports with shaped undertier 77cm h x 36cm w x 36cm
d £40-60

There is a split to the top, the front has been forced at some point and the tongue to the locks have been cut

945 A Victorian Art Nouveau aesthetic movement pitched pine chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with brass drop
handles 99cm h x 104cm w x 49cm d £80-120

Light contact marks in places

946 A Victorian circular mahogany basin stand with ceramic basin, raised on turned and fluted column, triform base
81cm h x 56cm £50-75

Basin is cracked

947 A student's Art Nouveau mahogany bureau with 3/4 gallery above fall front, the base fitted 2 shelves 118cm h
x 64cm w x 24cm £70-90

There is a damp mark to the left hand side, contact marks and pitting in places

948 A 19th Century beech and elm stick and bar back rocking chair 193cm h x 31cm w x 62cm d (seat 26cm x
26cm) £50-75

Slight water and contact marks in places

949 A Georgian style circular mahogany drum table with green inset writing surface fitted 3 drawers, raised on pillar
and tripod base 61cm h x 50cm diam. £40-60

Water marks to the top

950 A nest of 3 Edwardian mahogany tea tables raised on turned supports 68cm h x 56cm w x 35cm d £40-60

Pitting in places, frames are loose

951 A Victorian rectangular mahogany 4 tier what-not raised on turned supports, brass caps and casters 80cm h x
38cm w x 32cm d £60-80

Top is warped, ring, pitting and contact marks in places

952 A Victorian bleached mahogany D shaped chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with turned handles, raised on a
platform base 104cm h x 99cm w x 47cm d. £70-100

The top is warped, sun bleached, lock and escutcheon missing to the top right hand drawer

953 A Victorian rectangular oak plate trunk with iron drop handles and brass plaque to the top marked C.H.A 51cm
h x 77cm w x 43cm d £100-150

Contact marks and scratches in places

954 An Edwardian mahogany and beech open arm bar back chair with woven cane seat 78cm h x 67cm w x 47cm
d £40-60

Frame is loose

955 A 1930's 17th Century style oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid 49cm h x 152cm w x 31cm d
£100-150

Top slightly warped, pitting and water marks in places

956 A Victorian rectangular mahogany stretcher table, raised on turned supports with H framed stretcher 66cm h x
89cm w x 42cm d £50-75

Top is warped, pitted in places

957 A Victorian inlaid rosewood and mother of pearl writing slope with hinged lid 10cm h x 30cm w x 22cm d
£30-50

Top is warped, pitted in places
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958 A Queen Anne style walnut sewing box of serpentine outline, the hinged lid revealing a fitted interior, the base
a drawer, raised on cabriole supports 63cm h x 53cm w x 37cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places  and scratches in places, sun bleached to the serpentine front

959 A Victorian mahogany Sutherland table raised on turned supports 66cm h x 69cm w x 15cm £40-60

960 An Edwardian circular Chippendale style mahogany occasional table raised on cabriole claw and ball supports
69cm h x 74cm diam. £40-60

Contact marks in places

961 A Georgian mahogany tray top commode with recess above drawer, raised on square supports 76cm h x
51cm w x 41cm d £50-75

The top is warped, split and with water marks, small section of timber missing to left hand edge

962 A Victorian figured walnut and brass mounted expanding book rack 14cm h x 35cm w x 14cm d £40-60

963 An 18th Century mahogany candle box with hinged lid 46cm h x 18cm w x 15cm d (split to top) £30-50

964 A Liberty style circular oak Art Nouveau 2 tier occasional table raised on pierced supports with heart
decoration 69cm h x 43cm diam. £50-75

965 A 17th Century oak mule chest with hinged lid, the foliate carved frieze inscribed AH 1700, the base fitted 2
drawers raised on stile supports. The drawers featuring an internal  sliding bar locking mechanism (bars not
present)  82cm h x 145cm w x 54cm d £80-120

The replacement? top panel is warped and 2 of the panels to the are split, it has replacement hinges and brass
drop handles to the front, signs of old but treated worm in places including the feet and the top right side panel
which is also missing a small section, the frame and lid and loose, the candle box is damaged, the tongue to
the lock is missing. The escutcheon has been covered with a nailed wooden plate. The stile supports have
been extended

966 A pair of Edwardian Chippendale style open arm chairs with vase shaped slat backs and upholstered drop in
seats raised on square supports with H framed stretchers 96cm h x 64cm w x 50cm d £40-60

Frames loose, contact marks in places

967 An Anglo Indian Victorian carved hardwood stationery box of wedge form and having a stepped fitted interior,
the base fitted a drawer 36cm h x 38cm w x 28cm d £150-200

Signs of shrinkage to the door

968 A 19th Century mahogany D shaped card table raised on a ring turned column with quatrefoil base, ending in
brass paw caps and casters 64cm h x 92cm w x 46cm d £40-60

The top is warped, sun bleached and water marked, section of beading missing to the apron, the base has a
crack and some veneers missing, there is no connecting bolt to the base

969 A Georgian mahogany bow front double wash stand with raised 3/4 gallery, the upper section enclosed by a
panelled door above cupboard enclosed by a panelled door, raised on square supports 75cm h x 55cm w x
38cm d £40-60

The warped top has a water mark, the doors are missing 2 small sections of timber to the base and veneers
are lifting in places

970 A Victorian oak 4 tier corner what-not, raised on turned supports 138cm h x 61cm w x 42cm d £40-60

Loose and contact/water marks in places

971 A Victorian mahogany library table with green tooled writing surface above 2 long drawers, raised on spiral
turned supports, H framed stretcher 72cm h x 126cm w x 67cm d £100-150

The top is slightly warped, ring and contact marks, sun bleached in places
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972 A Georgian mahogany chest with brushing slide above 4 long drawers with replacement handles, raised on
bracket feet 82cm h x 82cm w x 50cm d £150-200

Top is warped, missing sections of veneer, ring and water marks, damaged to cock beading in places

973 A set of 6 Victorian spoon back dining chairs with carved mid rails, overstuffed seats of serpentine outline,
raised on cabriole supports 89cm h x 50cm w x 41cm d £80-120

Frames loose, contact marks in places

974 An Edwardian carved oak bureau, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 2 drawers, raised on cup
and cover supports with H framed stretcher 96cm h x  87cm w x 45cm d £50-75

Water and contact marks in places, the ply back is loose

975 A set of 6 Victorian carved walnut bar back dining chairs with bobbin turned decoration and overstuffed seats,
raised on turned supports 91cm h x 49cm w x 44cm d £40-60

Frames loose

976 Wilkinsons, a Regency mahogany secretaire chiffonier, the shaped raised back fitted 2 shelves, the chiffonier
drawer marked Wilkinsons and stamped 7651, having a fitted interior above 3 long drawers, raised on a
platform base 143cm h x 94cm w x 47cm d £150-200

Sun bleached, top slightly warped

977 A pair of 19th Century French gilt painted open arm salon chairs with woven cane seats and backs, raised on
cabriole supports with X framed stretchers 113cm h x 65cm w x 49cm d (seats 35cm x 33cm) £150-200

1 has damaged to the cane seat

978 A Georgian style inlaid mahogany sofa table fitted 2 frieze drawers, raised on lyre supports 74cm h x 89cm w x
50cm d £50-75

Contact marks to the top

979 A Victorian mahogany and brass banded writing slope with hinged lid and brass drop handles to the sides,
fitted a drawer to the base 14cm h x 35cm w x 23cm d £40-60

Pitting and contact marks in places, fitted 2 associated inkwells

980 A nest of 2 (ex 3) Georgian style rectangular mahogany tea tables on turned supports 68cm h x 56cm w x
53cm d £40-60

Water marks to the largest table, intermediate table is missing

981 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany music cabinet with raised back inlaid musical trophies, fitted shelves enclosed
by a glazed panelled door, raised on bracket feet 97cm h x 38cm w x 41cm d £40-60

Top slightly warped, pitting and contact marks in places

982 A 17th Century style oak spoon rack 60cm h x 33cm w x 15cm d £40-60

983 A 19th Century Chinese square hardwood jardiniere stand with lattice work undertier 78cm h x 37cm w x 37cm
d £50-75

Top has a burn mark and a split

984 An 18th Century carved oak bible box with hinged lid and iron lock front, raised on later turned supports 47cm
h x 60cm w x 45cm d £80-120

A 16cm piece of timber is missing to the top which is warped, has replacement hinges and the iron lock to the
interior is missing

985 A Utility 17th Century style oak joined stool, raised on turned and block supports with box framed stretcher
46cm h x 44cm w x 29cm d £40-60

The top is warped, water and contact marks
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986 A set of 6 19th Century French walnut slat back dining chairs with gilt metal mounts and woven cane seats,
raised on square tapered supports 95cm h x 45cm w x 40cm d £70-90

Frames loose, contact marks in places

987 A 19th Century anglo Indian hardwood box with hinged lid and fitted interior with brass drop handles to the
sides 24cm h x 55cm w x 34cm d £40-60

Tongue to lock is missing, the lock is missing to the interior, damage to the brass escutcheon

988 A Victorian mahogany Pembroke table fitted 2 dummy drawers to the side and a fall front, raised on ring turned
supports ending in brass caps and casters 74cm x 66cm x 46cm £40-60

Contact marks and scratches in places, damage to 1 of the rule joints

989 A Victorian carved mahogany show frame nursing chair upholstered in blue material, raised on cabriole
supports 79cm h x 46cm w x 47cm d £30-50

Frame is loose, some staining to the upholstery, hole to the back of the cresting rail

990 An Edwardian rectangular inlaid mahogany stool with overstuffed seat, raised on cabriole supports 47cm h x
45cm w x 34cm d £50-75

991 A Victorian mahogany show frame nursing chair upholstered in white buttoned material, on turned supports
89cm h x 53cm w x 58cm d £40-60

Some light staining to upholstery in places

992 A circular Queen Anne style quarter veneered walnut occasional table with pie crust decoration, raised on
cabriole supports 42cm h x 60cm diam. £40-60

Burn mark and light scratches to the top

993 An Edwardian Art Nouveau oak bookcase on stand with moulded cornice, fitted 2 shelves, the base with 1 long
drawer and flaps to the side, raised on outswept supports with undertier 153cm h x 61cm w x 34cm d £50-70

Water and contact marks in places, right hand swan neck handle missing

994 A 19th Century mahogany carpenter's chest with hinged lid and iron drop handles, the interior fitted trays 56cm
h x 92cm w x 52cm d £70-90

Paint marks, escutcheon missing

995 A 19th Century mahogany drop flap dining table on square supports 71cm h x 91cm w x 39cm d £40-60

Contact marks and light scratches in places

996 A Victorian mahogany smoker's cabinet with raised back the sides fitted receptacle  holders, the interior fitted a
drawer enclosed by a panelled door 34cm h x 33cm x 13cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places

997 A Victorian mahogany dressing table with green inset writing surface above 1 long drawer and 8 short drawers
with gilt metal handles 71cm h x 120cm w x 54cm d £80-120

The top is scratched, contact marks in places, veneers missing to the front of the drawers in places,  the table
is in one section

998 A 17th/18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction and hinged lid, the interior fitted a candle box 52cm h x
109cm x 47cm d £100-120

Crude repair to the inside of of the lid, signs of old but treated worm throughout

999 A Victorian mahogany circular snap top loo table raised on a turned column and tripod base 70cm h x 119cm
diam. £30-40

Split to the centre, contact marks and sun bleached in places

1000 A set of 6 Victorian bleached rosewood balloon back dining chairs with carved mid rail and overstuffed seats of
serpentine outline raised on cabriole supports 85cm h x 35cm w x 36cm d £60-90

Frames are loose, signs of old but treated worm
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1001 A Georgian style circular mahogany occasional table with brown writing surface to the top, raised on pillar and
tripod base 52cm x 60cm diam. £40-60

Contact and water marks in places

1002 A Victorian mahogany 4 tier wall shelf with turned decoration 80cm h x 70cm w x 22cm £40-60

1003 A Victorian circular mahogany wine table raised on a bulbous turned column and circular base with roundel
decoration 70cm h x 46cm diam. £40-60

Top is slightly warped and split, 1 of the roundels to the base is missing

1004 A Victorian mahogany bookcase on cabinet with moulded cornice the upper section fitted shelves enclosed by
glazed panelled doors, the base enclosed by panelled door, raised on a platform base 197cm h x 84cm w x
46cm d £80-120

1005 A 19th Century oak Hepplewhite style open armchair with pierced vase shaped slat back and drop in seat,
raised on square tapered supports 96cm h x 56cm w x 44cm d £40-60

There are signs of old but treated worm, frame is loose

1006 A Victorian pine and metal bound domed trunk with hinged lid 60cm h x 82cm w x 47cm d £50-75

Leather handles to the side are missing

1007 A Victorian carved oak hanging smokers cabinet, the raised back with 3/4 gallery, the interior fitted a pipe rack
and 2 drawers enclosed by panelled doors 44cm h x 32cm w x 16cm d £40-50

Sun bleached, ink marks to the doors

1008 A Victorian white painted show frame chaise longue upholstered in mushroom coloured buttoned material,
raised on cabriole supports 77cm h x 184cm w x 63cm d (seat 140cm x 42cm) £70-90

Slight stains to upholstery

1009 A 19th Century pine and zinc medical insulated twin handled trunk with iron drop handles, hinged lid 35cm h x
49cm w x 38cm d £60-80

Tongues to the lock have been removed

1010 A Victorian rectangular mahogany adjustable bed/reading stand, raised on turned column with shaped base
67cm x 81cm w x 41cm d £40-60

Hinges to the interior haven been changed from one side to the other, small section of timber missing to the
interior, brass retaining rail is missing, ring mark, sun bleaching, light scratches throughout

1011 A Victorian mahogany show frame nursing chair of serpentine outline, upholstered in blue buttoned material,
raised on cabriole supports 92cm h x 68cm w x 55cm d £30-40

Frame is loose

1012 A Victorian crossbanded and figured walnut octagonal occasional table raised on 3 turned columns and
outswept supports 52cm h x 52cm w x 53cm d £40-60

The top has water marks, bubbling to the veneer

1013 A 19th Century mahogany whip and boot stand 96cm h x 58cm w x 34cm d £40-60

Contact marks and pitting in places

1014 A Georgian mahogany tea table fitted a frieze drawer with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on square
tapered supports, brass caps and casters 76cm h x 97cm w x 45cm d £60-80

Splits to the top

1015 A Victorian walnut inlaid writing slope with hinged lid 17cm h x 46cm w x 25cm d £40-60

Interior with associated inkwell, top is warped

1016 A late Victorian mahogany show frame armchair upholstered in pink material with bobbin turned decoration,
raised on turned supports 96cm h x 65cm w x 65cm d £30-40

Frame is loose
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1017 An 18th/19th Century Continental pine coffer with hinged lid, iron drop handles and iron lock 50cm h x 122cm
w x 56cm d £50-75

Top is warped, split and has signs of old but treated worm

1018 A circular oak coopered bucket with copper swing handle 34cm x 36cm £40-60

Some chips to wood in places

1019 A pair of Georgian style spiral turned mahogany torcheres, raised on pillar and tripod base 133cm h x 27cm
diam. £60-80

1020 An Art Deco oak open arm revolving office chair, the seat and back upholstered in red material 93cm h x 58cm
w x 47cm d £40-60

1021 A Georgian mahogany demi-lune card table, raised on square tapered supports 73cm h x 102cm w x 50cm d
£60-80

The top is warped and has contact marks in places

1022 A Chippendale style circular mahogany pedestal dining table with gadrooned border, turned column and tripod
base, ball and claw feet 72cm h x 118cm diam. £50-75

The top is warped

1023 A William IV mahogany flip top games table, the base fitted a drawer and deep basket, raised on a shaped
column and triform base, paw feet 72cm h x 53cm w x 35cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

Top is warped, contact marks in places

1024 A Georgian mahogany secretaire bookcase with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed
panelled doors, the base fitted a secretaire drawer with pigeon holes and drawers above 3 graduated drawers
with replacement oval plate drop handles, raised on bracket feet 226cm h x 109cm w x 57cm d ( photo centre
pages ) £150-250

Small section of veneer missing to the right hand edge of the top, ring marks, top slightly warped, contact
marks in places

1025 A 19th Century pine coffer the interior fitted a candle box with brass swan neck handles to the sides 59cm h x
119cm w x 44cm d £50-75

Pitting to the top, lock is missing to the interior

1026 A 19th Century crossbanded mahogany pedestal Pembroke table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on turned
column and tripod base, brass caps and casters 72cm h x 84cm w x 51cm d £50-75

Ring mark to top, top is warped and split

1027 A 17th Century style oval drop flap occasional table raised on pierced standard end supports with H framed
stretcher 56cm h x 70cm w x 33cm d £40-60

Light pitting and scratching

1028 A 19th Century  inlaid mahogany side table fitted a drawer with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on
square supports 70cm h x 86cm w x 51cm d £60-80

Top is slightly warped, water marked, scratched missing sections of crossbanding

1029 A set of 6 19th Century mahogany bar back dining chairs with carved mid rails and overstuffed seats, raised on
turned supports 84cm h x 46cm w x 42cm d £70-100

There are signs of old but treated worm

1030 A 1930's light oak open arm office chair, seat and back upholstered in red material, raised on square supports
with H framed stretcher 93cm h x 59cm w x 46cm d £50-75

1031 A Georgian mahogany tea table raised on 4 turned columns with triform base, splayed feet, brass caps and
casters 76cm h x 91cm w x 45cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

Top is slightly warped, ring marked
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1032 A Victorian pine chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers with brass swan neck drop handles 88cm h x 98cm w x
54cm d £50-75

Top is warped, scratched, contact marks in places, 2 brass escutcheons are missing

1033 A 17th/18th Century oak oval drop flap gateleg dining table raised on turned supports fitted a frieze drawer,
73cm h x 125cm w x 45cm d £40-60

Top is split, damage to rule joint, the base has had new timber let in in places

1034 A Victorian pine apprentice chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with ceramic handles, raised on shaped base
36cm h x 31cm w x 17cm d £40-60

1035 A Victorian oval figured walnut snap top Loo table raised on a turned column and tripod base 73cm h x 127cm
w x 95cm d £50-75

Pitting and contact marks in places

1036 A near pair of 19th Century mahogany dining chairs upholstered in pink Regency stripe material, raised on
square tapered supports with casters and H framed stretchers 81cm h x 46cm w x 40cm d £40-60

Frames loose

1037 A Georgian mahogany bow front sideboard, the upper section with brass rail above cupboard enclosed by a
tambour shutter above 2 drawers with brass lion mask ring handles above a secret drawer flanked by
cupboards, raised on turned supports 116cm h x 222cm w x 62cm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

1038 A near pair of 19th Century mahogany 4 tier wall shelves of serpentine outline and with turned columns to the
sides 72cm h x 55cm w x 17cm d £80-120

1039 A set of 4 Victorian carved rosewood spoon back dining chairs with shaped mid rails and serpentine fronted
overstuffed seats, raised on cabriole supports 83cm h x 47cm w x 37cm d £60-80

Frames are loose, signs of old but treated worm

1040 A Georgian style mahogany bureau bookcase with shaped cornice, fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by
astragal glazed panelled doors, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 4 long drawer, raised on
bracket feet 193cm h x 53cm w x 41cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places, interior water marked in places

1041 A Victorian circular snap top breakfast table raised on bulbous turned column and tripod base 72cm h x 133cm
diam. £70-90

Slight split to top, pitting, contact and water marks in places

1042 A Chippendale style mahogany bookcase with raised back and blind fretwork decoration, enclosed by glazed
panelled doors on square tapered supports 122cm h x 121cm w x 33cm d £50-75

The raised back and top are slightly warped, contact marks in places

1043 A turned beech American rocking armchair upholstered in blue material 129cm h x  52cm w x 63cm d £70-90

1044 A Georgian style crossbanded mahogany D end twin pillar dining table with 1 extra leaf, raised on pillar and
tripod base ending in paw caps and casters 74cm h x 88cm w x 176 l x 218cm when extended £50-100

Light scratches and ring marks to the top

1045 A Victorian mahogany D shaped bookcase on cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by glazed
panelled doors, the base fitted a drawer above cupboard enclosed by a panelled door, raised on a platform
base 200cm h x 75cm w x 49cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Light contact marks in places

1046 A Georgian inlaid mahogany linen press with moulded and dentil cornice, interior fitted 5 trays enclosed by
panelled doors, the base fitted 2 short and 2 long drawers, raised on bracket feet 201cm h x 127cm w x 55cm
d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

The panelled doors are warped
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1047 A William IV rectangular rosewood library table raised on standard end supports with H framed stretcher 69cm
h x 163cm w x 59cm d £80-120

The top is warped, pitted, missing 2 large sections of moulding to the base

1048 A Georgian style winged armchair upholstered in red material, raised on cabriole supports 127cm h x 87cm w
x 73cm w (seat 38cm x 49cm) £150-200

1049 A set of 3 19th/20th Century graduated camphor coffers with hinged lids 27cm x 62cm x 30cm, 22cm x 53cm x
25cm and 16cm x 41cm x 20cm d £120-160

1050 A Georgian style turned and fluted mahogany standard lamp on spreading foot 125cm h x 33cm diam. to base
£30-50

1051 A Georgian style carved mahogany open arm library chair, the seat and back upholstered in blue leather,
raised on cabriole supports 98cm h x 56cm w x 46cm d (seat 23cm x 30cm) ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

1052 A 1930's Bass advertising mirror "I Prefer a Bass" contained in an oak frame 71cm h x 91cm w £50-75

1053 An Eastern square carved hardwood stool raised on tapered supports 23cm h x 28cm w x 25cm d £40-60

1054 An Edwardian Georgian style turned and fluted mahogany torchere raised on cabriole egg and claw supports
185cm h x 31cm diam. to base £40-60

Water marks to the top

1055 A 19th Century elm ladder back rocking chair with woven rush seat 110cm x 53cm w x 66cm d (seat 29cm x
38cm) £50-75

Sun bleached and light contact marks in places

1056 A 17th Century style oak dining suite comprising refectory dining table, the top formed from 3 planks, raised on
cup and cover supports with H framed stretcher, 76cm h x 184cm l x 76cm w together with a set of 6 ladder
back dining chairs - 2 carvers, 4 standard with woven rush seats ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

1057 A rosewood pole screen with Berlin woolwork panel, raised on a baluster turned column and tripod base
131cm h x 40cm £40-60

1058 A 19th Century Continental mahogany double chair back settee with pierced vase shaped slat back and
upholstered drop in seat raised on square supports 85cm h x 180cm w x 47cm d (seat 150cm x 30cm)
£100-150

There is a break and old repair to the right hand leg

1059 A Georgian mahogany D end dining table with 2 extra leaves, raised on 8 square supports 71cm h x 49cm w x
120cm l x 217cm l when extended £100-150

Top is warped contact marks and light scratches in places, 2 sections of timber have been let in

1060 An 18th/19th Century oval elm stool raised on turned supports 19cm h x 31cm w x 23cm d £40-60

Some pitting in places

1061 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany box seat piano stool with hinged lid, raised on cabriole supports 66cm h x
61cm w x 35cm d £40-60

1062 An Edwardian mahogany folding campaign writing table fitted 2 frieze drawers, raised on pierced panelled
supports 67cm h x 83cm w x 45cm d £40-60

1063 A child's 19th Century painted pine stick and rail back open armchair  with H framed stretcher, on turned
supports 62cm h x 33cm w x 35cm d (seat 17cm x 25cm) £40-60

One of the arms is loose

1064 An 18th Century style oak side table, raised on turned supports with box framed stretcher, marked House of
Commons Ballot Box C 65cm h x 107cm l x 63cm w £80-120
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1065 A Georgian style octagonal pine drum table with brown leather inset top, fitted 4 frieze drawers, raised on a
turned column and tripod base ending in brass paw casters 75cm h x 112cm diam. £100-150

Water marks to the top

1066 A Victorian carved mahogany open armchair upholstered in blue material raised on turned supports 94cm h x
64cm w x 45cm d (seat 31cm x 32cm) £40-60

Frame loose

1067 A Regency style triple plate over mantel mirror contained in a ball studded frame with reeded columns to the
side 91cm h x 148cm w x 11cm d £150-200

1068 A 19th Century Chesterfield upholstered in green buttoned leather, raised on square supports 71cm h x 199cm
w x 76cm d (seat 124cm x 46cm) ( photo centre pages ) £150-250

One button is missing to the top, the leather is worn in places

1069 A pair of 19th Century mahogany stick and rail back chairs with upholstered drop in seats, on square supports
with H framed stretcher 95cm h x 54cm w x 44cm d £40-60

One has a break to the back leg, the other a loose frame

1070 A Victorian mahogany chiffonier with raised back fitted a shelf enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, the
base 2 short drawers above a double cupboard enclosed by panelled doors 155cm h x 107cm w x 43cm d
£60-90

One of the glazing bars to the panelled door is missing, pitting and scratching throughout, beading is missing
to the right hand door, ring mark to top

1071 A pair of Victorian mahogany tub back chairs upholstered in pink and blue material, raised on turned supports
81cm h x 59cm w x 46cm d (seats 26cm x 31cm) £60-80

There are signs of old but treated worm to the back legs of 1 chair

1072 A John Morley Clavichord no.2504, keys are seized, contained in a mahogany case 78cm h x 139cm w x 53cm
d £100-150

Ring mark to the top

1073 A Victorian mahogany cylinder desk with 3/4 gallery, the interior fitted pigeon holes and drawers, the base
fitted 6 drawers 112cm h x 153cm w x 71cm d £150-200

1074 A Victorian bevelled plate cheval mirror contained in an inlaid bleached mahogany frame 154cm h x 68cm w x
60cm d to base £100-150

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, the frame is heavily sun bleached

1075 A 1930's oak and plate glass shop display cabinet 92cm h x 178cm w x 59cm d, raised on square supports (no
shelves) £100-150

Movement to the top

1076 A near pair of Edwardian Chippendale style turned and reeded mahogany torcheres, raised on a pillar and
tripod base, egg and claw feet, 160cm h x 25cm £70-90

One has a warped top, and one has an old repair to foot

1077 A Queen Anne oak chest of 4 long drawers with original brass pin drop handles, crowned brass escutcheons
and raised on bracket feet 84cm h x 85cm w x 56cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

Top is warped, has 2 splits and ink marks,

1079 A waisted coopered butter churn 48cm h x 18cm diam. £30-50

1080 Harry Bertoia for Knoll, a mid century 8 slatted bench/table  raised on wrought iron supports, unmarked 39cm h
x 208cm l x 47cm d ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

Some scratches, water and contact marks in places
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1081 Harry Bertoia for Knoll, a mid century 8 slatted bench/table raised on wrought iron supports, unmarked 39cm h
x 168cm l x 47cm d £300-500

Water and contact marks in places

1082 After Marcel Breuer a chrome and black leather wassily style chair stamped "1-9-G Made In Italy" to the
leather arm 73cm h x 77cm w x 84cm d (seat 29cm x 28cm) ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

There is some scuffing to the leather in places

1083 An 18th Century bleached oak chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with replacement brass drop handles,
raised on replacement bracket feet 86cm h x 102cm w x 51cm d £80-100

The top is warped, cracked and ink marked

1084 A Victorian rectangular plate dressing table mirror, raised on a shaped base fitted 2 drawers, on bun feet 52cm
h x 38cm w x 21cm d £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1085 An Art Deco triple plate mirror contained in a chrome frame 49cm x 73cm £40-60

Chrome lightly verdigris in places and silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1086 A 19th Century convex circular plate mirror contained in a gilt ball studded frame surmounted by an eagle
41cm x 75cm £80-120

Mirror is loose, gilding is rubbed in places

1087 A 19th Century oval plate wall mirror contained in a decorative painted gilt frame 81cm  x 122cm £150-200

1088 A Victorian inlaid mahogany folding backgammon board 9cm x 38cm x 23cm £40-60

1089 A 1930's Art Deco circular folding bamboo table raised on turned supports with X framed stretcher 72cm h x
73cm diam. £50-75

Water marks to the top

1090 A 19th Century inlaid mahogany sewing table with rotating platform to column, raised on a pillar and tripod
base 68cm h x 47cm diam. £50-75

Water stains to top

1091 For Liberty & Co 1900, a Thebes rectangular turned beech stool 42cm h x 47cm x 34cm ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

1092 A William IV rectangular rosewood work table fitted a frieze drawer above basket, raised on standard end
supports with H framed stretcher 71cm h x 48cm w x 42cm d £80-120

Top is warped

1093 An Edwardian mahogany campaign style folding writing table raised on X framed supports with turned
stretcher 98cm h x 61cm w x 10cm d £50-75

The frame is loose, crude repair to 1 of the hinges, light scratches in places

1094 A William IV turned mahogany bedpost torcher with saucer top, raised on a turned column and spreading base
143cm h x 27cm diam. £40-60

Scratches and contact marks in places

1095 William Tillman, a Georgian style dining room suite comprising crossbanded dining table raised on twin pillar
and tripod supports ending in brass caps and casters complete with 2 extra leaves 74cm h x 106cm w x 158cm
l x 249cm l when fully extended, together with 10 Hepplewhite style camel back dining chairs comprising 2
carvers 93cm h x 57cm w x 44cm d (inside seats 23cm x 29cm d) and 8 standard chairs 92cm h x 52cm w x
43cm d (seats 24cm x 27cm) with upholstered drop in seats £800-1200

Some light contact marks in places and some slight stains in places
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